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Campus
debates
U.S.
response

By RYAN DAVIS and
LIZ BOMZE

EDITOR IN CHIEF AND
ASSISTANT NEW S EDITOR

.

In the wake of last week's
events, there is now a campuswide debate about the best course
of action for America: some think
silence, some think attack, and
many.ylilce-Elena Grille* '05, who
helped organize the silent protest
for peace, have no direct solution.
JaHin- Elliot '04 said that, "the
concept of silence is a tricky one."
As an advocate f or both silence
and activism, she commented that
"we are told as- activists and citizens to never remain silent i£ we
have a voiceP 'silence is a. hate
crime,' after all, as one person on
the activist list pointed^dutrrfeel
that this event was not advocating
silence and inaction, but contemplation, stepping back, allowing
mourning, and encouraging peop le to think through what 'action'
we want our nation to take as this
continprocess of recuperation
; ¦ ¦'
¦;• .
ues."
'....* Speaking for the opposition,
Bill y Thompson '03 commented
that he finds it "ironic that the
rights of free speech .and assembly
are the very ri ghts that are at
stake in the terrorist attacks." In
response to the question of not
matching violence with violence,
he said that "it has been shown
th rough history that appeasement
doesn't work. Chamberlain didn 't
wantffo fi ght Hitler, so many peop le died. How . many people are
going to be killed going to work
in thei morning?"
Peter Brush '03 commented
further say ing, "if terrorists use
biological weapons, will students

still be for non-violence? Where
do we draw the line? I say, the line
must be drawn here. "
Needless to say, beyond the
disagreements for a solution , the
goal of peace is unanimous.
i

Professors lead discussion
Highli ghting the level of student interest in the events ' of the
past week, a large crowd gathered
in AMS on Wednesday, Sept , 12,
despite limited publ icity , for a discussion led by I.„ Sand y Maisol ,
William K. Kenan , Jr. Professor of
Government , and Joe Reiser l ,
Assistant Professor of American
Constitutional Law.
Il i ad
Chemistry Professor

See DEBATES
co-iHlrued on page 3
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The Amercan Flag on campus flies at half mast.
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Students light candles outside of the Lorimer Chap el. . j.

Golby connections
become evident
By RYAN DAVIS
EDITOR IN CHIEF

After an event of such drastic magnitude occuring so close to home,
Colby. has_been fairl y lucky._None of
the thousands killed on Sept. 11 was
directl y related to a current member of
the Colby community, although three
relatives of alumni lost their lives, and
several people have stories of relatives
nearl y missing a deadl y encounter
with tlie hijackers.
. '
In the hectic atmosphere of the allcampus gathering on Sept. 11,
President William D. "Bro" Adaitns
was mistakenl y informed that the
school was "neatl y certain " one alumnus had been killed in the plane that
crashed in Pennsy lvania. While thnt
turned out not to be the case, the actual story is amazing. ¦
Jeremy Glick , the husband of
Lyzbeth Makel y Click '92, was profiled
on the front page of last Thursday 's
Washington Post. He was aboard
United Airlines Fli ght 93 from Newark
to San Frandsco when it was taken
over by the hija ckers. Using his cell
phone, he called his wife to tell her
what had happened , and according to
the Post, "he p ledged to go down fighting"
Mrs. Click informed her husband of
what he didn 't alread y know-that two
hijacked Jets lind alread y crashed into
the World Trade Center. He responded
by telling her that he nnd several other
passengers had voted to rush the cockpit and try to subdue the terrorists.

EAG:
Environmental
Advisoiy Group is
established at. Colby.

Flight 93 was the only one of the
four planes hij acked on Tuesday that
didn't smash into a major American
landmark, so many are alread y hailing
Glick and the other passengers as
heroes who possibly prevented a much
more grave disaster. There are indications that tlie terrorists planned to use
the p lane to destroy the White House
or the U.S. Capitol building.
Glick and his fellow passengers
"were going to stop whoever it was
from doing whatever it was they'd
planned," Glick's brother-in-law,
Douglas B. Hurwitt, who had spoken
to Lyzbeth Click about the conversation with her husband, told the Post.
"He knew that stopp ing tliem was
going to end all of their lives. But that
was my brother-in-law. He was a takecharge guy."
The Post also described how Glick' s
30-minute call to his wife ended,
"Glick, a sales manager for ,-> technology firm who celebrated his 31st
birthday on Sept. 3, told his wife that
he hoped she would have a good life
and would take care of their 3-monthold bab y girl — before the phone call
faded out amid what Hurwitt
described as "random noises and
screams."
Fli ght .3 had two more connections
to Colby. In addition to Glick, the parents of one 20(11 Colby graduate lost
(hoir lives when the plane crashed
south of Johnstown, I'enn. Dean of
Students Janice Kassman declined to
provide the former student's name.
Another member of the Colby com-

;

munity came frighteningly close to losing a relative in the World Trade Center
attacks.
Leroy -Fourcher, the uncle of
Catholic campus minister Rachel
Nelson, was working in the South
Tower of the World Trade Center when
a p lane struck the adjacent building.
Unaware of the threat that lie ahead,
no order was made to evacuate the
South Tower, since the attack -seemed
not to have been focused on it.
Fourcher, who runs corporate
kitchens for various New York office
buildings, decided to evacuate hjs staff
anyway.
"I don 't knowywhy he made the
decision," said .Nelson, "but otherwise,
his kitchen was on one of the floors the
p lane went into, and there would have
been no way for him to get out."
Instead , Fourcher was 20 floors'below
when the second p lane hit, and far
from the scene when the towers collapsed .
"For me personally, It took mc until
I p.m. to find out he was okay," said
Nelson. "My grandmother knew he
was near there, but not that he wns
actuall y in the World Trade Center."
She described the strange feeling of
being happy to know that her own
famil y was fine, mixed with the horror
and sorrow of knowing so many others
lost their lives.
No doubt there nre oilier members
of the . Colby community With similar
stories of loss or relief whpse stories are
not told here.

¦
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Students
pray, protest ,
raise money
for victims
By RYAN DAVIS and LIZ
BOMZE
EDITOR IN CHIEF AND
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

As one would expect, Colby
responded in several different ways to
the events of the past week. Many peo¦
ple attended religious gatherings
at .Lorimer Chapel,
others organized a
silent
protest
against American
retaliation.
In
addition , several
fundraisers have
been organized to
hel p victims of thp
attacks.
The most visible and well-attended of these events
were on Friday, which President Bush
had designated as a National Day of
Prayer and Remembrance. At noon, a
nondenominational service was held
in (he chapel, which included all three
of Colby 's chaplains, in addition to
readings from Professor of Sociology
Chery Townsend Gilkes, SGA Vice
President Alex Aldous '02 and others.
Several classes scheduled for noon that
day attended the service as a group.
Friday ni ght, a candlelight vigil for

WMHB:

A&E:

Colby radio station
predicts a big year
ahead.

Author Susan Berne is
kicking off Colby 's visiting wiitcr's series.

the victims was held outside the chapel
and was also , well attended. Catholic
campus minister Rachel Nelson organized the vigil, along with Newman
Council president Emma McCandless
'04. The decision to have a vigil wAs a
quick one, and came about after
Nelson received an email forward on
Thursday asking for vigils to be held
around the country
Friday night.
' In spite of the
notice,
short" .
Nelson said that
she was "very, very
p leased with the
turnout we got. I
was pleased with
the response. M y
sense is that doing
something
concrete is helpful in
the face of it."
Silent protest for peace
At noon on Monday, Colby j oined
with schools across the nation in a
campus action for a non-violent resol d
tion to the tragedies in New York,
Washington DC, and Pennsy lvania ,
Students, faculty, and staff gathered on

See RALLY
continued on page 4
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Swastika found in
Pub hathroom
By iCAITLIN McCAFFERTY
NEWS EDITOR

On early Monday morning, the
day before Rosh Hashanah, a
member of the cleaning staff
called security to alert them to
what was etched into a wall of the
men's bathroom at the Blue Light
Marchese Pub . There was a
s.wastika that was 2' high
scratched into the wall. It has
since been removed ,,
In a message , to the student
body, Dean of Students Janice
Kassman said, "Unfortunately, I
must report to the community that
in this time of heightened emotions, sorrow, and pain, our campus has been directly impacted by
a hateful symbol, a swastika."
A swastika is a geometric sign
that was used by the Nazis as a
symbol of their organization and
carries with it anti-Jew sentiments.
The incident is under investiga
tion by the security office; however, the perpetrator
has yet to be identified.
The Waterville
P o l i c e
Department has
been alerted to
the situation as
well ,
as
the
Attorney General .
Both have been
informed due to
the seriousness of hate crimes.
Director of Security Pete
Chenevert said , "Anyone who
had gone in could have done it.
However, it is still under investigation and we hope to find (th e
:
perpetrator)."
If the person who committed
the act is found , there will be serious repercussions. Not onl y will
the disci plinary committee at
Colby hold the person responsible, but he/ she will also face
action taken against him/her by
outside authorities.
Kassman said, "The perpetrator would face campus discip linary action and would.-also be
reported to the local authorities

and the . Attorney General's
office."
Both Kassman and Chenevert
said that it would be difficult to
know if the timing of the act of
hate was of any significance.
Chenevert said," "It's hard to
say - whether the timing had any
relevance. It is close to the Pub so
it could have just been some
drunk thinking he was being
funny. It's hard to speculate. Who
knows what is in the mind of a
person who does that kind of
thing."
"This symbol, coming on the
heels of our national traged y and
in .such .close proximity, to . the
Jewish ' 'High Holiday observance"
is abhorrent," said. Kassman.
This is not the first time that
such an incident has happened at
Colby. A few years ago another
person defaced many places with
swastikas. Chenevert said, "A
year or two before I came here in
'97 or '94, (swastikas) were showing up everywhere.
We
never
found
out who the
person was. It
was not a sane
person.
That
person . is now
gone. We are
not seeing a
rash of them."

"No one has
been found to
be responsible
yet for the past events of this
nature," said Kassman.
This incident was a heinous
crime that was unfounded and
has discouraged many in the
Colb y Community.
"This incident was particularl y
discouraging, disheartening, and
vile after almost a week of try ing
to deal with the traged y our country and peop le have suffered ,"
said Kassman.
If anyone has any information
on who may have committed
these crimes they can contact Pete
Chenevert at the Security office
x3333.
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Fall semi-formal this
¦ Saturday

%
'*¦

On Saturday night, the fall
semi-formal will commence
under a tent on the ' Averil}!
lawn. **The Social PrograiT__i_n.g-!
Board encourages students to
first swing by the pre-parties at
7:30 in Piper and Leonard ancf;
make their way over to th^
'*•!
dance around 9:00 p.m.
Last year, SGA voted to baiithe former name of the Fall--;!
Semi-Formal-"Screw
Youj*"3
Roommate" - because the titl^
encouraged actions that made;Jf
many students feel excluded \
from the event or forced into air \
~ situation^ f
uffcoinf of fable
Consequefitly, SPB says that it*[
has been difficult to publicize *!
the dance because the former^ j
title carried with it a significant,'|
tradition and basically sold! J
»I«
itself.
Nevertheless, SPB is confident,that this year can be j ust as.
enj oyable as it has been in the.
past.
Wellness lecture Sept. 25

echp@colby.edu
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The Environmenta l Advisory Group hopes to keep Colby looking green for yea rs to come.
By ALEXIS GRANT
STAFF WRITER

y -'

In respqnse to the growing concerns about environmental issues
on Colby 's campus, a new council
called the Environmental Advisory
Group (EAG). 'has been formed.
The purpose of this committee is to
facilitate discussion and action
regarding greening as it affects the
college.
President William D. "Bro"
Adams recently issued a campuswide , e-mail to inform the Colby
community about the formation of
the group, writing; "it is my
hope...that this group will provide
a forum that will allow our greening efforts to become more organized and principled and hel p
ensure their sustainability."
The committee is made up of
twelve members, including four
administrators, four academic
division members, and four students.
Administrative
Vice
President, Arnie Yasinski, has been
appointed by President Adams to
chair the group. Other administrative members include Director of
Physical Plant Patricia Murphy,
Director
of
Safety
Bruce
McDougal, and PPD horticulturist
Dale DeBlois.
McDougal has agreed to serve
as the Environmental Compliance
Coordinator, and DeBlois as the
Environmenta l
Initiatives
Coordinator. Through these positions, McDougal and DeBlois. will
function as the main communication link between the EAG and the

rest of the Colby community by
providing information regarding
the EAG and its endeavors.
The academic division members
include Economics Professor Tom
Tietenberg- Biology Professor Russ
Cole, Assistant Professor of
Education
and
Human
Development Karen Barnhardt,
and
Environmental
Studies
Coordinator Sharon Treat. .
Two students have alread y been
selected through department recommendations: Jacoby Ballard, '03,
an environmental studies major
and Deandra Brassard, '02, an
environmental science major. The
remaining student representatives
have not yet been chosen, but Will
be recdinmerid-d by The Student
Government Association. In order
to insure proper representation of
the student body, it is anticipated
that one of these students will be a
hall president and one an underclassman.
Yasinski emphasized that the
formation of this committee is not
the beginning of Colby's environmental consciousness; Colby
alread y has numerous environmental accomplishments. Among
these achievements are Colb y 's
efforts to conserve power, generally by reducing oil and power consumption , and to conserve water,
sjpecifically th rough the installation of low-flow shower-heads and
reduced-flow plumbing.
The college has also focused on
waste -management, mainl y b y
using recycled products and initiating a recycling system, specifical-

ly in dining services. In addition,
Colby has emphasized chemical
management in academic programs through reducing the use of
hazardous substances in the classroom.
Yasinski is confident that the
EAG will provide a "more visible
embodiment of campus greening
efforts" and create a more solid
"way to communicate on these
issues¦ between students ¦and
¦ faculty -

¦'

. ;. .

. .. .

'- ¦ ¦

Last week, the EAG held their
first meeting, where the main focus
was for the groupjo fully define
themselves and their .goals. In
response to this initial meeting,
Yasinski said he is optimistic that
the EAG will help the Colby community to "become more coherent
on greening."
Deandra Brassard, '02, is eager
to be a part of Colby's first official
student-faculty forum committee.
She said, "I think it will be reall y
interesting and fun to see what we
can do. It's not just a student
group-we have Physical Plant representatives, faculty, and the
President to help us-so it will be
exciting tti see what we can get
done."
For those members of the Colby
community who are interested in*
becoming involved or learning
more about Colb y 's efforts to
become more environmentallyfriendly, further information about
the EAG will soon be available on
the environmental studies department website: http: / / www.colby.
edu/ environ/ .

SGA 2001-02 budget set,
disclosure motion proposed
By JEFF LEDERMAN
STAFF WKITHR

Tho
Student
Government
Association (SGA) approved the budget for the 2001-02 school year last
Monday. Along with many administrative disbursements, the SGA allocated $131,700 to the 65 various clubs
the school supports.
This process started at the end of
last year, when every club submitted*.,
bud get request form to the SGA.
These requests are then ' handed to
SGA Treasurer Ed Jastrem '02, who
created the bud get over the summer.
Taking into consideration previous
expenditures and future needs,
Jastrem decided how much funding
each club would receive. After running this figure over wilh the executive office, the President 's Council
rubber-stamped the proposed bud get.
Mnny other colleges have finance
committees that do the jo b that
Jastrem does nlone. However, Colby 's
method is to have one elected treasurer, the Idea being thnt one porson
could do the job more efficientl y than
multi ple people with differebt ideas.
Although everyone appreciated
Jastrcrri's work, the bud get was not
without criticism. Some clubs or club
leader's felt that they should have
received niore money or that a |tinv

para tive club received more than they
did.
Even within President's Council,
an issue has surfaced. Dana president
Peter Brush '03 proposed the following motion: "That Presidents' Council
adopt a constitutional by-law, 01-03,
that states; 'After the SGA bud get has
been passed / the SGA Treasurer is
required, upon request of a member of
Presidents' Council, to provide a comp lete list of SGA club bud gets.'"
The way the bud get system is set
up, the President's Council did not
approve the bud get for each of the 65
clubs, but rather for a lump sum that
Jastrcrri proposed to them.
'
Brush said, "The motion has 2
"main obj ectives. The fi rst is that the
bud get will be passed smoothly in the
first Presidents Council meeting.
Problems have arisen in the past pertaining to individual club's bud gets.
Once it is passed there is no reason to
bicker nbout the individual club budgets, The second obje ctive is that it
makes the constitution more clear.
Currently, the way that I interpret it,
the treasurer does not have to disclose
the budget."
"Everyone trusts Ed to do a great
j ob. That's why we elected him," said
Hei ghts president Mike Shea '04.
However some people on President's
Council felt that after they approved

the legislation, they should be entitled
to know exactly what they approved.
Due to the wording of the president 's
constitution, the treasurer is not
required to give this information.
"Although' we trust Ed, it is his
concern that people do not know the
complete history and all of the work
thnt goes into the details that go into
the bud get. I believe it is in everyone's
best interest for full disclosure," said
Brush.
Foss president Thad Feeney '03,
"Ed lias been elected as treasurer and
the student bod y trusts him to make
decisions regarding the bud get./ This
motion would not challenge hifj *decision, it would just be a disclosure to
the president 's council that would be
beneficial for them."
"A lot more than thnt goes into
those accounts than just the name and
nuiriber," said Jastrem, referring to a
statistical spreadsheet of each club's
funding.
Whether the amendment to the
president's council is approved or not
is to be determined. As for now, 65
clubs are off and running, with 10,950
dollars more to spend than last year.

- " After two previous lectures
have been cancelled due to the
events of the past week, the
third wellness lecture of the
year"will"." be held Sept. 25.
Author and cultural critic
Kevin Powell will speak on the
topic "Living in a Multicultural
America." Powell is a former
senior writer for Vibe magazine, and frequentl y lectures on
racism, sexism, pop culture,
Black and American history
and the history of hip hop.
CMP president discusses
energy industry _
Sara Burns '79, president of
Central ¦
Maine
Power
will
present
the
lecCompany,
ture "Just What IS Going On in
the Energy Industry Today?"
on Tuesday, Sept. 25, at. 7:30
p.m. in Oliri 1.
Burns has served at-Gentral
Maine Power as the director of
risk management, manager of
financial services, manager of
human resources and chief
operating officer. She was elect
ed as president of the company
in September of 1998 and is
now responsible for 1,400
employees and more than
20,000 miles of power lines
delivering energy for the peop le of Maine. Currently she also
serves on the board s of Main^
General Hospital and the economic development coalition
Maine & Co.
After graduating from Colby
with a degree in politica l science, Burns has previousl y
worked at Marsh & McLennan
and the Chubb Group . Aftet*
being employed as a risk-management analyst with UNUM
Corp., she jo ined the staff of
Central Maine Power inl987.
Colby celebrates women iii
the arts
Colb y will host the Maine
Women's Studies conference on
Nov. 3, and to prepare for th.
event, several p lays readings,
and
lectures
concerning
"Women'in the Arts ," the theme
of this year 's conference.
The first event of the series
will be "Off the Wall," a onewoman show about the life of
author
Charlotte
Perkins
Gili-nan. The performance will
be held in Stridor Theater
Thursday, Oct. 4 at 4 p.m.
Future events will take place
several weeks later, and will be
previewed here when they do.
''
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WMHB gets ready for
'biggest year in history'

WMHB DJ 's Bert Jermdn (left) and D-Bags (rig ht) host their Tuesday night radio show.

?By DAN EGAN
STAFF WRITER I

—- WMHB will be heating up the
radio waves this year, with live
. music, play-by-play announcing,
and an annual community service
event.
? "This year should be the biggest
year in the station's history with
many events coming up soon in the
fall, and also in the spring," said
Station Manager Lee L'Heureux '03.
y L'Heureux
and
Assistant
Manager Tom GeagharPTj Z, have
•yvorked on WMHB for several years.
-»Working also with Music Director,
Sam Heck '02, and Student Program
Director, Laura Morrison '03, they
have assembled a full schedule.
'¦They are now licensed properl y
and ready to begin the year. "I'm
excited to get things going, this year,
especially since we have so much
. ?support from the school," said
L'Heureux. "This fall is what the sta-

tion has been waiting for.".
"These last five years of hard
work have been building towards
this year, and we "are all very excited," said Geaghan. They are now
well organized, properly funded ,
and, with about 100 disc jock eys, dhe
of-thehiggest organizations on campus.
With backing from the school and
the community this year, L'Heureux
and WMHB will be forming many
events, such as a live music week
this November, which will consist of
performers from all over the country
to play live in the studio at Colby.
"The press will be there", and it
will be great to publicize both the up
starting bands and also the station.
We want to make it an annual
event," said L'Heureux.
This Saturday, WMHB will start
broadcasting athletics with the football game against Williams.
"We want to help promote the
athletics at school so that more people can get involved in them and

know what's going On," said
L'Heureux. This fall and winter,
WMHB will - be broadcasting ' toot .
ball, men's and women's hockey,
and men's and women3's basketball.
In the spring, baseball and Softball
-.- will "" be broadcasted *
with the possibility of
,
more sports.
Reaching to the
community, WMHB is
going to hold an
annual food drive on
Dec. 1st ". In the past it
has been one of the
largest in the area and
everyone at the station hopes that it will
continue to grow.
"It gets better
.
every year, and we can't wait to get
going on it this year," said
L'Heureux. The drive is usually
very successful, exchanging CDs for
non-perishable food. The food will
be given to a local shelter in Maine
and then distributed to the needy.

DEBATE: Colby considers US.
op tions in response to terrorists

continued from page l

Mundy, the faculty resident AMS, wise to take active measures to
had planned to hold a classic overthrow the Taliban' regime (in
movie- night in the .dorm on Af ghanistan) and install a more
Wednesdays, but decided a forum decent and ju st regime."
Reisert brought up the idea of
for students with two members of
an occupation or
the government
Af g h a n i s t a n
department with
Similar to the
different views
Allied occupaon the situation
tion of Germany
would be more
and Japan folappropriate. >
lowing
World
"We : decided
War II,' and takto talk about/in
ing steps to
fairly
factual
bring
greater
terms,- how the
government has
prosperity to the
Middle
East,
responded and
which
he
s h o u 1 d
believes
will
respond," said
Maisel.
eliminate
the
"T- ^Tf-TOfes-or^
-^G^or-=-Gul-tPu_e^--ihat_;cause-____e
cue crews who responded to the atta cks.
attacks. "Most of us stand in awe
For people Hke OsSma bin
of the police department and fire Laden, he said, "what is most
department, and though I'm not a important is to Tall your enemies
supporter of his/ I thought Mayor to preserve your honor, and that
Giuliani has done an excellen t needs to change." Reisert believes
that more developed nations "care
job ," Maisel said.
"I'm somewhat more critical of more about money than honor,"
President Bush," he added. "I did- and are therefore far less likely to
commit terrorn't think that
ftopscotching
ist-type acts.
from Air Force
There were
i
base to air force
about 85 stubase was a good
dents in attenway to tell the
dance at the
country that we
forum, although
shouldn't be in
the only publicity for *-it was a
fear. In fact, it
told the country
few signs in
that we should
AMS. :
' .¦
be in fear."
"In general, I
________________ was
Both profesvery
sors agreed that
impressed with
military retaliation was necessary, the students," said Maisel. "They
BRAD SEYMOUR/ COLBY ECHO but disagreed on what form that asked some good questions;" He
retaliation should take.
singled out "one incredibly articu"The problem is that President late and brave first-year who
Bush is . all ready to declare war, talked about hoW a military
• In addition to all the scheduled but he doesn't know who we're response was not justified. I
events, WMHB will go back on the
going to war against," Maisel said. thought he raised the point very
internet soon; this way, anyone in
While both professors agreed well, even though I don't agree."
the country willbe able to log onto
that a military response was called Maisel said that almost all the stutheir website and tune in.
for, Reisert said his thoughts on dents in attendance- disagreed
"We are very excited because we
the mater were "a little more with the student's non-retaliatory
haven't..actU- : activist than _ S.an.dyls view."
point of view, but .that they
ally
been
"It won't be enough for us to respected it.
. .... .
online in a
the
find and destroy the variety of terOverall,
discussion
while, and
rorist organizations connected "demonstrated to me that there's a
now some- with this attack," he said. "I was great deal of concern among stuone
from
presenting the view that it may be dents," about the crisis facing
Texas can just necessary, and in fact might be America, said Maisel.
go online and
listen
to
Colby radio,"
s a i d
L'Heureux.
With - 71
shows, about
100 disc jo ckeys, and a diligent staff ,
WMHB is read y to show Colby the
power of the radio.
"We have a very.organized staff
"
who are all interested in radio and
was $19.59 f case , . .
T T"""
1
Colby and are all excited for the
NOW
future," said L'Heureux.
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The truth about textbook sales
,By RYAM DAVIS
EDITOR IN CHIli P

There are few subjects Colb y
students complain about more
than the cost of textbooks, and the
amqunt of money they receive
when they sell the books back at
the end of the semester. Contrary
» to popular belief , the bookstore is
not out to milk us for every penny
We have, and , in fact , takes more
steps than most schools to ensure
that we get the best deal during
buyback.
According to Book Division
Manager Barb Shutt, the bookstore
tries tQ( keep prices down by stacking as many used books as possible.
"We are very aggressive about
getting used books, because students seem to want them," she
said. Used books
' . cost 25% less than
? new one,s, which
may not mean
much when buying a paperback
novel for Eng lish
class, but can
make a bi g difference on an expensive science or
* math book, ,
."" If you've ever
bought n book that was previously
owned b y a student from the
University of Georg ia , you 've
probabl y wondered where used
books come from. Accordi ng to
Shutt, "there nre a number of different ways to get used bortl-H. The
•prefer red way is to buy them from
Colby students, but we can onl y
4o' that if we know the book is
pg to be used again. "
SoiIf professors let the bookstore
now in choug h time that a book
I

¦

¦i-

*,„ ,

.,, ,

will be used again, students can
sell that book back at the end of
the semester for half the cover
price, regardless of wheth-f * the
book was new or used.
" However, in situations where a
book won 't be ¦used again for
whatever reason, the bookstore
takes advantage of the services of
national used-book recycling companies.
"Other schools are doing the
same thing, " Shutt explained.
"They 're selling some of the
things we need and we're selling
some of the things they need.
That' s why you get books from
Georgia and Alabama. "
During buy back, students selling books that Colby won 't be
using again receive a set price for
their book depending on how
valuable it is to the recycling company.
This
value is determined b y how
many
books
the company
alread y h'as in
its warehouse,
the
national
demand for the
book and so
on. The scarcer
and more popular the book ,
the more students will receive for it.
When the recycling companies
purchase books, they give students between 10% and 33% of the
cover price. Shutt emphasized that
the bookstore does all it can to
make sure students get the best
price. They work with two different recycling companies that have
diffe rent heeds, so one mi ght pay
students more than the other.
Asked whether the book recycling companies make a lot of

!

money on their programs, Shutt for. Bookstore employees will tell
replied , "I don't think it' s a get- them what the average price for
rich-quick scheme. I know how their used book would be, so you
quickly things go out of stock and can undercut them b y .a dollar or
what their warehouses look like. two.
They have to take the time to
After> , that, the book is simpl y
repair books in bad condition that p laced on the shelf during ' next
never should have been bought semester 's book rush, and when
back in the first place. So I don 't someone buys „ it , the- student
think anyone gets into it to make a doing the U-Sell program gets all
lot of money."
the money. . _
Essentiall y, the buy back proRegardless of whether sorrieone
gram exists to
else buys .it with
help students,
„...-. v,
cash, check.or credTHE BOOK IS SIMPLY
not to take all
it card, the booktheir money. PLACED ON THE
store Will send the
"It's a service
student a check for
for students to SHELF DURING NEXT
the . full
amount. If
i
get
rid
of SEMESTER'S BOOK
the book doesn't
books they no
sell, the student
longer need ," RUSH, AND WHEN
doesn 't get any
Shutt
said. SOMEONE BUYS IT
money, but that
"The books go
usuall y isn't a probto
students THE STUDENT DOJNG
lem." i
who are j ust THE U-SELL
"Almost everyPROlad
to
a
get
thing
sells using Ug
used book, the GRAM GETS ALL THE Sell," Shutt said , "I
same way you
don't know any
MONEY.
are.
other place that
In addition
does that - it's pretto utilizing two competing buy- ty amazing, iI tninK.
think."
back programs to make sure stuThe program, which has been
dents get the best value, the Colb y in p lace for ten years, usuall y
Bookstore also runs a student-to- attracts about 50-60 students per
student book buy back program semester. "It 's not huge,„and that' s
called U-Sell that no other college fine," said Shutt. "I understand
in the country has.
why. You have to stand there and
This "big, wonderful pro- fill' out a form, and then wait to get
gram ," as Shutt calls it, works b y your money."
The program dpes offer several
g iving students the option to sell
their books themselves in the advantages over -?y ing to sell
bookstore , During buyback , if a your old books by putting up a
book is going to be used on cam- sign in your dorm. "ThiB way, anypus next semester, students have one can buy your book," said
the option of taking 50% of the Shutt. "People can buy it with a
price, as they would normall y get, credit cai^l , financial aid students
or filling out a U-Sell form.
can buy your book. We've really
If they choose th p second gone out of our way to give the
option, they get to choose what best opportunities we can for peoprice they want to sell the book p le who want to sell books."
¦
it.- '
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RALLY: students gather to promote non-violence >
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continued from page I

Lambert-Belanger, 20, of Timmins,
Ontario, Canada;Kyie N- Johnspn, 20,
of Riverton; Kevin L. Salversori, 19, of
President of the University of Cheyenne; Shane E. Shatto, 19, of
Northern Colorado, Hank Brown, Douglas; Joshua D. Jones, 22, of
knows what it means to be the target Laramie; Morgan McLeland, 21, of
Gillette; and Cody B. Brown, 21, of
of terrorism.
; ' ' -During his time in Congress, Hudson, Colorado.
.
Brown served as chairman of the
Bowdoin Attempts to Connect
Middle East subcommittee. As a senawith Nature
tor, he ran afoul of terrorist leader,
Osama bin Laden, the man authorities
think may be behind Tuesday's sui- . On September 10th, North
Carolina artist Patrick Dougherty,
dde-bombing attacks
^
started
his three-week stay at
"I spent a lot of time working on/a
Bowdoin
College, where he is designpeace settlement in Afghanistan wheh
ing
and
constructing
a temporary outI was in the Senate," Brown said. "I
door
sculpture
on
the
college's quad.
don't think he liked that much."
his
site-specific
work will
Apparently,
In the early 1990s, bin Laden put a
on
tag
by
the
relationship
price
be
inspired
head.
Brown's
J^-million
"It was pretty dose to the amount betweeh~hature!arid architecture on
Bowdom's^aiSpus^"-^^---.-..:_ . _ ~yc_
of n^e^ thliP
Dougherty, will use only clippers
off
the
myself," Brown said, laughing
to
create
large-scale sculptures from
threat. "But it wasn't enough."
and branches that evoke
local
saplings
live
his
life
in
fear,
Refusing to
Brown stated, "You can't live your life shelters. Some will resemble nest-like
by these things, and I haven't let it and cocoon forms, while others mimic
forts and fantasy structures of childbother me," he said.
Brown said that he thinks the hood.
Viewers are invited to watch
United States needs to take a harder
line with terrorism.
Dougheirty's work-in-progress oyer
"The missing link here on dealing the course of the threeweeks he is on
with terrorism has never been intelli- campus. The completion of the sculpgence," he said. "The missing link has ture will be. celebrated on the steps. of
the Museum of Art on September
been our willingness to act on it."
28th, 2001 between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.,
followed by a,talk by the artist in
Eight Wyoming University
KresgeAuditorium at 7:15 p.m.
Athletes Killed in Car Crash
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University of Northern Colorado
President once target of bin Laden

Boston University loses three former athletes in attackAs more names and information
were uncovered following Tuesday's
attack on America, The Daily Free
Press of Boston University stated that
"the attack seems more inescapable
with each passing day as three former
Boston University athletes lost their
lives on board two of the doomed
fli ghts."
Sports Information Director, Ed
Carpenter, confirmed Wednesday that
former BU hockey player, Mark Bavis
of West Newton, MA, former swijnmer Tom McGuinness of Portsmouth,
NH, and former defensive linesman
Brian Sweeney were all victims of the

¦
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"'?"' Mi^inness74^'a four'yrar^w_mmer for the Terriers during the late
1970s and early 1980s, was the co-pilot
of American Airlines Flight; .11:that
departed from Logan Airport yin
Boston, was hijacked, and crashed in
to the North Tower of the World Trade
C_ >njer at 8:45 a.m. on Tuesday.
Bavis, 31, and Sweeney, 38, were
both traveling cross-country on
United Airlines Flight 175 from
Boston to Los Angeles when their airliner became the second hijacked
plane in the .synchronized terrorist
attack, plunging into a fiery explosion
after colliding with the South Towerat
9:03 a.m. . . • ,
Sweeney succeeded in making a
cellular phone call before the plane
went down;
"He told me that he loved me,"
Sweeney's wife Julie told the Cape
Cod Times. "He said to' live ' a life and
to.be happy. And he said he'd see me
again soon."
The loss of these three alumni was
struck an emotionally devastating
chord with
¦¦ the BU athletic communi'
"
'
ty.; .;
Carpenter expressed sentiments
that have resonated in classrooms^
homes; shopping centers, and churches throughout the nation,
"Well, I think what happens is it
really hits close fd home," Carpenter
said.~^hen-itisuddehly_hits-iamily
and the BU family,it takes on a whole
different meaning. This is really
home/'

At 1:30 a.m. on Sunday morning, a
sports-utility vehicle, carrying eight
track and cross-country runners from
Wyoming University, collided headon with a pickup truck that had
apparently swerved into their lane.
Wyoming Highway Patrol Sgt.
Pete Townsend said the accident
occurred about 17 miles south of
Laramie. All seven passengers of the
SUV were ejected, and the driver died
at the scehe.
University President Phillip
Dubois, spoke about the crash.
"Today's tragedy has struck close
to home," he said. "These were people
we knew, whose families we knew,
members- of — the University of
Wyoming family, young men* who
showed great promise for the future."
Those killed were driver) Nicholas
J. Schabron, 20, of Laramie; Justin
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A banner hangs to promote the Silent Rail\y for a Non-violeni Resolu tion on Monday.
tfie steps of Miller Library to reflect in
silence on the need, for peace and justice in America.
Most of the rally was silent, with
occasional interjections of students and
faculty speaking to the occasion. One
female student"con_nentedr"silen(.e _S!an appropriate response because we've
been drowning in response. It is important to tune into the core of ourselves,
because thafs all we have now."
The movement had three points of
focus: a commitment to peace and justice, opposition to backlash against any
people, and opposition to casting
blame or pointing finger, in a time of
—- ¦
'. ¦ ; ¦ ¦
crisis.
'.Also.' at -the rally was a petition for
peaceful negotiations, drafted by Elena
Grillo '05, Mina Dimitrova '05, and
Nathaniel Hulme '05. Attached was a
letter to the Bush Administration/with
a preliminary question reading. "How
Can you justify the retaliation of a horrific act of hate using violence?" The
letter that followed raised such pointas not fighting violence with violence
and the irony of talking of war twp
days after President Bush declared- a
National Day of Prayer on Friday,
SeptemberT4th.
The letter finished by quoting the
Bible: "Do not be overcome by evil, but
overcome evil with good" (Romans
12:21). "Commenting further on the
subject:, Grillo said, "I don't have a

. ' '

.
.
. ,
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solution to the nation's problem. I
agree that something should be done,
but I don't want innocentpeople to die
in the process. There have been enough
deaths." . - ' -,'
T
Students pitchin to help
While it's easy to choose sides in the
debate over how the country should
respond, there is no debate on campus
over helping out victims of the attacks.
Colby students wishing to help out the
victims in New York and Washington
have several options. Colby already
had a blood drive scheduled for Oct. 1,
and the Red Cross told the school they
wouldn't be; able to have one sooner
than that. Thaf s because.so many people are donating blood right now that
no more will be needed for a few
weeks and also because blood can only
be used for 21 days after it has been
donated.
Students wishing to donate bfefbd
before Oct. 1 can check the websites of
Maine newspapers to see where blood
drives are taking place throughout the
state. Waterville has a blood drive
scheduled for Thursday, Sept. 27 at the
L.L. Bean outlebnear Shop 'N Save on
Kennedy Memorial Drive.
Students have also,held fundraisers
over the past few days. On Saturday,
Alec Porteous '02, Scott Tucker '02,
Blake Grosch '02 and Russell Mink '02,
who live at the Farmhouse off-campus,

~
.: ^

v

-

held a U.S.A. party and charged $10 to
get in. Students who attended the
event wore red white and blue outj-ts
or even costumes to express their support of the United States during the
tragedy. As a result, the event earned
$3312, all of which has been donated to
the Red Cross.
The Colby Republicans and the
Colby Democrats co-sponsored another Red Cross fundraiser in Cotteif
Union on Monday. The two clubs each
pledged $100 from their funds to start
with/ and had a.goal of raising $300.
The Student Government Association
promised to match whateveri was
raised dollar for dollar. ,
At about 3 p_n. on Monday after-npon, the Democrats and Republicans*
t)ijd raised $951, more than tripling
their goal. With the matching funds,
the ultimate amount of money raised
will top $2000.
"Pretty much everyone who's
walked by has donated something,"
said Dan Seifert '05, who was collecting money for part of the day. "The fact»
that we've beaten our gbal by mpre
than three times shows how incredibly
generous the Colby community'has"
been in responding to this tragedy.";
"It's good to see that students arqn't
just thinking about how this affects
people, they're doing something about
it," added_ Tim.Sielschott '04.
•
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*. In the -past few years, Colby has
y 'been focusing more and more on
^'diversity. This year's freshman class
5. is the most diverse class to enter
wCblby. The Colby-Bates-Bo'wdoin
^Diversity conference last year was a
^huge success. And many other
to
^attempts diversify the Colby cam- "pus have been made This weekend,
r "a 7j ^id-ncy"c_UM~ /^"White~ties'' is
being hpsted on campus that looks
at "whiteness" with the help of professional theater artists.
"The project has two main conv.
;
said Jifn Thurston of the
portents,"
i
'" Colby Theater and Dance depart^ment.
'
The first part of the project is the
production of 'White!Lies' on Friday
" at 7:30 in Stricter Theater. The second component is the professional
' staff
composed
of
a
playwright/actor,-a-director, and a
'Lstage manager, that will be in resi' dency^ over the weekend to work
; with groups of members of the
" Colby community and discuss
white privilege.
"The elimination of this interactive residency will be a workshop
performance on Saturday night...
The professional staff and the
ensemble will work in collaborative
workshops to create, as a group, the
workshop performance piece.
Everyone will have a role in shaping
the workshop dynamic," said
«-Thurston.
«
X Interest in the project began last
'year when a group of students from
' Colby went tp see a production of
' ;White Lies' by Anne Sibley O'Brien
and were, very enthusiastic about
her show and about the prospect of
¦
bringing her to campus. They decid1 ed, with the help of last year's president of Powder and Wig Will
Tackaberry '01, to not only have
O'Brien's theater piece, but also to
have.aJKree jdigy residency expior;
-hg whiteness in the culture. This
year's Powder arid Wig president,
Jory Rapheal '02> is also very excited
about the residency.
The production is a one-woman
show that looks at society and how
it has racial differences.
"At the core of the residency is
the fact that when someone is born
white in the United States, they are
entitled to certain privileges that
other races or people of color simply
do not have. The residency will, in a
positive and dynamic way, allow
participants an opportunity to gain
perspective on their own experiences and hopefully channel this
new found knowledge into meaningful personal and professional
changes," said Thurston.
Tjie_residency.-WilLbri.ng 'som£:
thing unique to Colby's exploration
of diversity. Colby has looked at
Jvhite privilege in the past, but this
time , it is coming from a different
approach. "What is perhaps unique
here is the combination of a professional residency staff and an oncampius ensemble working together
to create a spontaneous performance based on personal experiences," said Thurston.
This is a new type of program for
Colby. "We'll just have to wait and
see what transpires," said Thur9ton
of the conclusions that will be made
from the production.
"The production of 'White' Lies'
and the ensemble workshop will
explore, from different points of
view, the many sides of white privilege," said Thurston.
- • ¦. ] The interactive residency will be
held all weekend, Thursday Sept. 20
through Saturday Sept. 22, Tickets
may
be * "" reserved
at
http: / / www.colby.edu / theater or
they may be purchased at the box
office. The workshop performance
on Saturday is free.
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Suzannck Berne kicks off visiting writers series
,By KATE RUSSO
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but this year there will be six writers because three of the writers are
A&E EDITOR
former professors of English at
Colby.
Plus/ this year all the writTuesday, September 25th will
ers
that
are attending have a new
be the start of the Visiting Writers
book
out.
Series for this academic year,
Spark, who is running the
sponsored by the Colby English
series
this year, is hoping to begin
Department. The series features
a
relationship
with the visiting
six writers, including five novelof both Bates and
writer
's
series'
ists;: Suzanne Berne, Richard
Bowdoin
colleges.
She believes
Russo, David . Wagoner, Howard
writers
from
all
over
America
Norman and Bill Roorbach. One
would
be
. more
poet,
Wes
'¦
—
—^
--attractedj
to
read-——McNaTr; " will
ing
in
Maine
if
NORMALLY
THE
also be attendhad more
they
ing*
SERIES HAS FIVE
than one gig. "It
"We try to get
is
a way to bring
the best .writers WRITERS, BUT THIS .
to Colby
writers
'
weyj ca n^ "v said YEAR THERE WILL BE
intCLMaine,"
and
English profesSpark noted.
sor Debra Spark. SIX WRITERS
Also in the
"We look for
BECAUSE THREE OF
near
future,
writers of all dif's
writer
series
ferent
sty les, THE WRITERS ARE
participants,
Bill
nationalities and
FORMER
PROFESSORS
Roorbach
and
gender."
Wes
McNair
When look- OF ENGLISH AT
• ¦;-• '." . ¦ with
along
ing for writers,
Professor Debra
Spark went , on COLBY.
Spark will be
to say, "We want
having
a "book
writers that are
' on the
in
the
bookstore
party"
good with students, especiall y
16th
of
November
to
promote
with question and answer sessions. We want it to be profitable their new. books coming out this
for the-students. A lot of the writ- fall. All are welcome to attend.
The writer beginning the series
ers we ask have teaching experi¦
~
this
year is Suzanne Berne. Her
¦
'
~
¦
¦
'
«¦¦
ence."
' • ¦>. ¦
x_z.
"A
Perfect
second
novel,
Spark also explained that norArrangement"
came
out
this
fall.
mally the series has five writers,

Her first novel, "A Crime in the
Neighborhood," which Professor
Spark explains is about a young
child's reacfi&n to a crime committed in her small h&gliborhood.
"A
Crime
in
the
Neighborhood," published in1998
was the winner of Great Britain's
Orange Prize/beating out Pulitzer
Prize winner Toni Morrison. It
was also a New York Times
Notable Book.
"A Perfect Arrangement" is
about^attempting-to-balance^the
impossible; the career life and the
home life. Working parents
Mirella and Howard CookGoldman are trying to find this
perfect balance between the two
worlds. They end up hiring a
nanny who is too good to be true.
Randi (the nanny) is smart, talented and the children love her. But
for these two parents it is not good
enough. The novel explores
whether any childcare is as good
as a parent's own love and attention,
r—-~ ,-..
Spark described Berne's "style
as 'Very clear, she's not comic.
Her writing is very realistic."
Suzanne Berne currently lives
in the Boston area with her husband and two daughters. She is an
English professor at Harvard
University. She is also a regular
columnist for the travel section of
the New York Times.

^

Ambitions aboura among Social chair speaks
musical groups tKis year about upcoming events

By MICHAEL GREENBERG
¦
STAFFWRITER .' ". '

With rigorous rehearsal schedules
beginning this week for the major
musical groups on campus, it looks
like the 2001-2002 Music at Colby
series won't be lacking in the scope of
~
its programs.T-'
Collegium Musicum, the Colby
Chorale, Orchestra, and ' Wind
Ensembles have all started intense
preparation for their first semester concerts, and it looks like, at least for
Collegium and th'e Chorale, this year's
~" excitement will revolve around the
sounds produced outside of Lorimer
Chapel,
The Chorale, as many alread y
know, will be taking its show on the
road this spring to a place far removed
from Waterville, Maine: Greece!
Director Paul Machlin,commenting on
the journey, said that, "I like to p lan a
tri p for the Chorale every four years so.
that any student* who stays with the
group for their entire Colby career has
an opportunity to . share their 'music
with the-'larger world. We've gone to
places like France and the UK before...
Tliis year we're taking things a little
farther away."
Unlike many musical tours for stu dents, this one is totall y noli-competitive. Prof. Machlin stressed the emphasis on sharing, saying that "I like to
incorporate American music into these
tours, as American choral music is
rarel y heard abroad. We'll also be performing some works directl y from
~

~

By MIKE BERGAN

Maine, as they are almost never heard
outside the state, let alone the country.
We'll be performing some works by
Peter Re, Professor Emeritus of Colby.
And, of course, we'll try some traditional Greek songs as well."
In preparation for this ambitious
program, the Chorale will have its first
~ orthe tour reperpubljc^Tformance
toire in a concert on Parent's Weekend,
casually entitled "Prelude to the Tour."
And, to continue the group's musical
relationship with;the Orchestray the
two will once again combine 1 in the
chapel to perform some choruses by
Verdi and Borodin as the Music at
Colby series draws towards its finale in
May 2002.
However, the Chorale is not the
only group expanding its agenda this
year. Collegium Musicum, directed by
Eva Linfield, will once again showcase
its expertise in performing early works
from the Renaissance and Baroque
periods. This fall, in particular, the
group will serenade us in a combined
performance with the Chorale over
Homecoming Weekend, Shortly after,
on November 3rd, a smaller arrangement of the group's vocalists will present the musical aspect to a day honoring "Women in The Arts." This allSaturday
symposium, Professor
Linfield noted, will be particularl y
interesting, as the smaller ensemble
will perform works by 17th Century
Italian Nuns.
Instrumentalists will not be left
behind , however, as Ihe Orchestra,
Wind Ensemble, and Jazz Band also

P'llan eclectic repertoire to present
this ''year. The Colby Symphony
OrtMftra, under the direction ~ of~
Jona%|h . Hallstrom, conch-des
Octobe^th a program entitled "Lean
and Not-J§p-Lean jvtusical Cuisines."
on the
of
27th October
This c^cert
showcas&fwo works of immense diffefences: bfevinsk y 'sTPulcihella and~
Dvorak's "lew World . Symphony"
aim to conhj *the embellishments:and
flourishes pi ttoriantic works withjhe
precise and; d\r*t -ipproaches ofmod-ern composeis.whe orchestra, as in
previous seasonal once again highlight excellence j *0ng student musicians through its c&icerto competition
and performance Ut|r in the year.
Finally, despite ^conductor Eric
Thomas's late arrivl from engagements in Utah, the wftnd Ensemble,
under the temporary l|eadership of
Dennis Harrington, be4n rehearsal
this past week, focus\Ti|, mostly on
"Variations on a Kortan Polk Song."
The November 3rd prograi^ hopes to
be international in nature^ moving
from the East back to the V-lepjt' with a
Suite by Gustav Holtz and a tribute by
Leonard Bernstein amoiij. ^ other
- |
arrangements .
The next performance in thi'tylusic
at Colby series will be on Saturday,
September 22. Donald Berman, piariist,
will perform the music of Ar.li.yr
Levering, Colby class of 1976.

Discussion period
to follow SGA films

By MELV LADERA
STAI 'T WR1TI.K

Colb y is very successful in providing many forms of enlortniiir
ment for its student population. The
Student Government Association
sponsored films have always been
among the most popular forms of
entertainment with the students.
This is due greatl y to the fact that
the SGA has always been good at
bring ing lhe latest hit films,to cam;•
pus.
, Within , the past couple of years,
students have enj oyed films spanning from "American llenuty" to
"American Pie" and "Coyote U g l y "
'to "Finding Forrester." 1'llins rangein sty le and content to p lease all
tastes, and students are lucky
enough to be able' to enj oy them
before they nre released on video
and DVD.
This year there will be a new format for the presentation of t)iti SGA
sponsored films. SGA . decided to
;
,
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'
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add a discussion period that will be
held immediatel y following the
showing of the film. SGA Vice
President Alexandras Aldous '02
said that i "The purpose • is to
enhance the intellectual climate on
campus through showing movies
and then having a discussion afterwards." The SGA believes this new
format will hel p provoke conversation among students, further
enlightening their collegiate minds.
It Is still rather ' unclear as to
what types of movies Will be
shown. The films will be ones most
likely fo produce stimulating
debate. It is also conceivable that
they will show many of the blockbuster hits of this post summer, due
to their popular appeal. Michael
Bay and Jerry Bruckheimer 's "Pearl
Harbor '* will kickoff the list of the
SGA'fl films this year. It will be
showing this weekend (postponed
from last wqekend In the wake of
recent events) with timqs to be
announced.

The schedule of movies is also
not yet determined, but suggestions
can be made to any members of the
SGA in request for certain movies.
In addition , ' t|iere will be no
admission fee this year. Although
the two-dollar admission was much
cheaper then going to the theater,
the free admission is definitel y
more convenient and will probabl y
attract more people to the movies.
This is a great opportunity for
students to voice their opinions
about the movies that they see. The
discussion period will be a movie
critic's haven. Anyone that enjoys
criticizing or praising films will
have a splendid time defending his
or her views during these discussion periods.
Students wishing only to watch
the films .should still enjoy the discussion. Even if one wishes to not
Bpeak, it is always interesting to listen to everyone else's views. One
stud- iit's ideas may impact the way
another Bttident sees a film.

CPNTRIBUTING WRITER
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_,: Since I took over the reigns of social
chair ju st a few weeks ago, it seems
that I've been asked the same few
questions time and time again.
Students want to know-why the really
big shows like Dave Math6ws and
Phish seem to pass us by^every year.
They hear old stories of when Johnson
Pond was lined with thirty kegs for
loudness and wonder why we can't do
this. They come up to me and want to
know what is being done to fix the
stagnant social life on campus.
Well, as much as I'd like to say that
I've figured oiit a surefire way to remedy all of these problems, the truth'is
that there is much more behind these
questions than most would ever care
to know.
Some of these issues revolve
around money. Bi g bands cost big dollars, which unfortunately, a school of
our size cannot afford. This has been
the problem that all past social chairs
have faced. Do you try to get a big
name act that people will recognize or
do you try to go out and find the best
possible show for the money?
One previous solution has been to
get acts who, at one point (long, long
ago), were both a big name and a great
performer. Unfortunatel y, this has
translated into Colby students being

subjecte d to a lethal dose of washedup rap groups, whose only recent
claim to fame has been a brief cameo
on VHl's "Where Are They Now."
This year, we're changing all that.
We're looking for great musicians who
put on great concerts. In a few weeks,
G-liove and Special Sauce is set to play
an amazing show in the athletic center
and just a couple^weeks later Lovejoy—
commons is bringing up a great ska
band for Skalloween. Live music plays
a very important role in social life, and
We're looking to recruit as many acts
as possible this semester. *
The commons leaders and I are
very happy with how this year 's
events are looking, but reviving a
good, on campus social scene depends
largely on the effort that the student
body is willing to put forth. We will try
any idea .we can come up with, no
matter how absurd, just to try to get
the student body tied into life on campus.
.We're arranging for a wide array of
activities each weekend, including
bands, dances, films and performers,
with pre-parties for many of these
activities. Please, come see us if you
have- any ideas for future events, or
give us feedback on what we have
done so far. This year will be amazing,
but it can be even better with everyone's help. Live large, have fun, be
safe:..

TMBG's 'Mink Car' weird
and wonderfuk as usual

W RYAN DAVIS
KDITOR IN CHIEF

¦John Linnell and John Flansburgh,
.belter known as They Might Be Giants,
liav^been together since the mid-80s
and Have released nine studio albums,
including their latest, "Mink Car."
They ,\lso perform the theme songs for
the , '1V, shows "Malcolm in the
1
Middle ' arid "Tlte Dail y Show." Yet for
• leaaons fye never been able to comprehend, the only thing any nonTKIBG /anWem8"to know-about them
is that theyVsing "Particle Man" and
"Istanbul (t^ot Constantinople)." If
you like the whusing strangeness Of
those two |en-yenr-ol(l songs, you
mi ght liko l\u"new album. Just be
warned that tliekey word is "strange."
The essence of TMBG is that they
often switch i^us'ifo! genres from song
no
exception to song. "Mink Cat^'is
in addition to more traditional jpoprock tracks, the Jpiii.ltry their hand, at
dance music ("M. ../j i's So Loud en
Here"), something resembling rap
("Mr, Xcitement," (iWuring Miko
Doughty of Soul Coding), even a
strai ghtforward loVe'tote ("Another
First Kiss"). Some of di^siwongs work
better than others, bjixt all bear the
band's trademark noWnMcal lyrics
nnd obscure references, ' \
Even more than their otheYalbums,
"Mink Car" has some -pi-jjiM-lSizarre

14 \

lyrics. For those unaccustomed to
TMBG's style, some of the songs probabl y aren't even worth listening to, as
they're just weird for the sake of being
weird.
j
The-song "I've Got a Fang" comes
to mind. Never bothering to explain
why the speaker has a fang, one is just
supposed to accept that "My girlfriend
took me to meet her mom / Her head
exploded like an atom bomb." The title
track concerns someone who was "hit
by a mink,car,.driven by a guitar." I
don't get it, but' one, I'm not supposed
to, and two, if s pretty catchy.
"She Thinks She's Edith Head" tells
the story of a girl who imagines herself
to be a popular Hollywood costume
designer, "or some other cultural figure we don't know n lot about." A stap le of the band's live show, the song
finall y makes it onto an album in a
somewhat more mellow, but still
enjoyable, incarnation.
If you've never heard TMBG
before, "Mink Car" probably isn't the
best place to start (I would suggest
their two most "mainstream" albums,
"Flood" and "Apollo 18"), ns it's one of
their less accessible efforts. But fans
can rest assured that even after 15
years, TMBG is still orie of the most
creative and innovative bands out
there.
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Todays Sept. 20 I
* Women 's
§
:
Studiies
: \i
Qollociuim-Senes'^x
Pugh Center
x
Cotter Union
I
3:30- 6:00pm
^
;
* SGA Films, 1
Vearl" Harbor ": 1
Lovejoy' 100 7:30-x
:
:*
1 1:00pm x
Friday- Sept 21
* SGA Films/
}
Vearl Harbor ":
Lovejoy TOO 7:30
1 1:00pm
* "White Lies":
Runnals Union
Strider Theatre
7:30pm
Saturday- Sept
¦. ' .' ¦ ,' ¦
22
•=
-^SGA~Films~~^
Vearl Harbor ": £
Lovejoy 100 7:30:x
" ¦' £
11:00pm
. '¦:'
"Arth ur
Levering/ , Donald'£ f
Berman: Lorimer g
Chapel 7:00pm 5
•j
¦
•a
"¦"
-i

Tuesday- Sept 25:
* Visiting Writer 's! '
'i
Series. Susan
¦¦:
Berne: Robins
Room. Roberts :j
Union 7:00x
9:00pm
\
* Folk Music ¦;;
Gathering: 7:00^ :r
9:00pm t
x
J

i

'" i

Wednesday- Sept.
26
" Film Society ;. *
Movies: Arey 005 '
8:60-11:00

Recycle \
This
Echo j

t

Ba__ ^^Bal ^M^M,MMaMMi ^BaMMHBi ^B^___ ^___-H____-____M__a_a___ _^^

^G/tsc^^f
t
o
i
^
Lea
2
^^COOT
ders^
AliyaAhAufy
Lindsay Arttolino
Meade Barlow
Chris Bauer
Rob Belcher
XJess Bennett
Jenna Bishop
Holly Brewster
Shahna Brownstein
Anna Caj_isoiv_ _
Ghris^Castle
Amelia Confalone
Gina Cooper
Tom Curran
MollyCurrie
Trevor Eide
Krisihi ElderTI^^
Piper Elliott
i
Andrea Ernst
Thad Feeney
Heather Fine
Eric Fitz
Zach Gazza
Sarah Getchell
Alexis Grant
Adam Grassi
Gretchen Groggel
Blake Grosch
Jill Gutekunst
Chris Hale
Sally Halt
Marian Hamel
Katie Harris
John Hierl
Michael Higgins
Megan Hoar
''

, .; . .

Tod Hunsdorfer
Keanor^^^
KarliJaffe^— 7——
Andrew Jaspersohn
Kristanliggetts
Jay Johnson
Eliza Kittredge
Kathryn Kosuda
Jesse Kucenic
Pirl Kutluoglu
Anna L'Hommedieu
Lindsey Lanier
Claudia Laverde
Harrison Leavens
Shawn Legendre
Kyle Lieberman
Andy Lizotte
Piper Loyd
Rodwell Mabaera
Robby MacBain
Nick Markham
Ariel Martin-Cone
Amanda McKown
Brooke McNally
Paul Nahigian
John Nicoletta
Scott Paladini
Britt Palmedo
Christy Person
Sam Powel
Jory Raphael
Katie Rauch
Beth Record
Amanda Rei
Olivia Robbie

GREAT JOB!
*

Tom Rogers
Eric Rosenthal
Nicole Russo
Dave SandalAndy Schannen
Dave Seel
Alyssa Severn
Brad Seymour
Kearney Shanahan
N^^
Bill Simpson
Joe Siviski
Clay Smith
Ed Smith
Elizabeth Sommo
Eric Strome
John Sullivan
Chris Sussman
Reid Swayze
Megan Thomas
Allison Threadgold
Karima Ummah
Katie Ward-Waller
Etan Wenger
Jill Wentzell
Ellen Whitesides
Mikki Young
Bill Yquhker

J-

Megan Gossling:
COOT2 Coordinator
Patrick Olsen:
COOT2 Assistant
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Editorials
With swastika incident, hate; hits home
. When we needed it most, Colby students rqse to the cause. We gathered
in silence and in speech to fight against hate and destruction put forth on
bur country. We gave Our money and our blood to those in need. But at our
strongest we have been let down by one "of otir own.
., , ' JThe sight of a swastika on our campus is a disappointment to say the
least. On a campus that has stood so strong against hatred in the past week,
it's unnerving to know how close abhorrence is to our refuge!
More than ever students should be appalled by this act from a member
of our own community, as it is a hypocritical and:a travesty. The swastika
is a symbol not only of prejudice, but also the slaughtering of millions of
innocent civilians because of their beliefs. Though not millions, we
Americans j iave faced and responded negatively to a similar attack on our
people. And now as a community we must confront these issues again.
-I_ -So-_lose-to_Rosh ' Hashanah, Jewish students on campus are forced to
deal with hatred at a time when their spirits should be the highest. But this
incident should be offensive-to all students, not just our Jewish community. The presence of a swastika is an assault on anyone who believes in
equality - '
,. . As the attack on our country encouraged us to learn more about terrorism and international affairs, this attack on our Jewish community should
encourage us all to learn more about and be more aware of Jewish culture
which exists on campus. Not-only that, awareness of all the religions,
nationalities, and minorities we represent is essential, so we can be better
prepared to comba t threats of this nature on the Cpl^y community.
. As a community our reaction should seem like second nature. We
1
should treat this matter as seriously as we have treated acts of hate in the
recent past/and as student body and a campus we know we are capable.
The Echo urges anyone who has information about who- drew the
swastika to contact Security. There have been several incidents in the past
of swastika appearing on campus, and the perpetrators have never been
caught. Let's change that.

Task force for diabled a step in right direction
to
During the last Presidents' Council -meeting^ a motion was passed create a student task force to gauge the needs of students with ph ysical disabilities or learriing differences.
, For far too long Colby has virtually ignored the needs of students with
physical disabilities or learriing differences. The Colby campus is a model
of how not to accommodate those with physical disabilities regardless of
whether they are students with:permanent disabilities in wheelchairs, or
„ those temporarily on crutches.
,., . Even with the help of the athletic trainer's office arid campus security,
,, the students' care, rehabilitation, and transportation are too great a respon.. sibility for our health center alone, despite being conveniently located on
. the second floor.
Some of the more daunting challenges this task force will face are going
to be the structural changes necessary to Colby's physical plant in accommodating for physically disabled students. Evidence of this is the relatively restricted access to departmental offices on the- third and fourth floors of
Miller Library.Although an elevator students can use exists in the library,
,. the doors between the library and the departments are locked and, accord,, ing to security, do not have a key students can borrow*
Regardless of how quickly we see the results of this task force imple... mented, its mere existence proves we are moving in the right direction on
... these issues. .__ . .

Retaliation horrible,
but necessary
The Vast
Wasteland
Ryan Davis
„¦ I picked a name for my initially
., TV-centered column about a year and
, , a half ago, inspired by former FCC
j .chairman Newton Minnow's comment about the medium (If you sit
,. and watch .TV for 24 hours strai ght,
;,,he saidr "I^Ban assure you that you
,', will observe, a vast wasteland."). I
. never in a million years imagined that
. Jhe same title would one day refer to
,.|ower Manhattan. But here we are.
., , Untold thousands are dead.
,,, Both towers of the World Trade
,; Center have been completel y
. destroyed , several city blocks sur, rounding them have been decimated,
y and part of the Pentagon, the military
. . heart of our nation, lies in ruins. The
terrorists who carried out this revolti . ing act were striking at the very heart
; of our nation—there now seems to be
, evidence that their initial targets were
the White House or the Capitol,
where
our 535 members of Congress
.
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were in session that morning.
America will never, ever be the same
again.
I understand that you 've probabl y
thought of little else since Tuesday
morning, but it bears repeating.
Nonetheless, I'm talking mostl y to
the disturbingly large numbers of
people in the Colby community and
elsewhere who seem to be opposed to
retaliation by the United States for the
darkest day in our history.
Are these people kidding me?
Did they not turn on the TV and
see "Breaking News: Both Towers of
the World Trade Center Have
Collapsed
Following
Terrorist
Attack"? ,. Do they not understand
what has been done to America?
Most importantly, do they hate our
country so much that they want to see
it happen again?
Because it will happen again, and
again and again , on a more massive
scale with more terrible weapons,
and next time someone you love7.piyou yourself could end up dead
because of it. It'-wasn't a movie. The

See WASTELAND,
continued on page 9

cy in the Middle East. The Iraqis suffer — calls out for nothing less. Our sysSwank misguided on reasons v ytecause Saddam Hussein is a megalo- tem is at peril . if this government
maniac bent on desttoying the world. denies what is one of its basic obligabehind terrorist attack
He kills million of his own people by tions to provide. Justice must prevail if
I write today in response'to Mr. continuing to practice butchery on the innocent lives, are to be saved.
Ryan Swank's letter, "The Next Step," Kurds of the north, and for his over- Patrick Bentort '05
and also to a growing sentiment I feel tures en the freedom of the Kuwaitis
here on campus with regard to the hor- ' and- ^ tH^Saudis^torthe-soathr-UTNTpeacekeeping and peace itself is hamWhere is the tolerance Colby
rendous terrorist attacks.
First, I disagree with Mr. Swank; the pered by this alone.
boasts about? .
disturbing fact is not that a sizable :' .- ' It is Of no doubt to me that underTolerance is an interesting debate
number of people feel powerless and standing is in short supply. To suggest
blame the United States. The disturb- that there is even an inkling of a ratio- here on campus. Yes, I call it a debate,
ing fact is that a sizeable number of nal basis for. this attack is nofonly because despite what we tell the freshwell-organized, well-financed, govern- foolish, but demeans the purpose of men about what an open, caring and
ment-sponsored aiid harbored groups peace-fostering orgaruzations like the accepting community we are, there are
have declare an outright war on the United Nations. Additionally,govern- those of us who have been treated very
United States and pur freedom. Their ments are founded with the purpose differently.
¦
bounty is every American life.
.During Loudness I was off .campus
. ' _: . of,, ajxiong other things, exercising jusSecond, I must whole-heartedly dis- tice. It is not a task that is often popular spending time with my family.When I
agree with the premise that globaliza- or easy, but those responsible must be returned to Colby, I found my bicycle
tion is responsible for this tragedy. held accountable. In a rare instance, I badly damaged not 20 feet from the
Globalization has left no one in the agree with the Bush administration--—-East-Quad bicycle rack. The bike lock
Third World behind-their own lead- view that nations harboring terrorists had been pulled apart, the frame was
ers, governments, and systems have are equally responsible for their acts. It badly scratched and the back wheel
left them behind. They're corrupt, inef- would do well for many to remember appeared to have been run over.
fitient, and their lack of lucidity are that Af ghanistan not only harbors
If someone just wanted a joy ride,
destroying
millions
of
lives. Osama bin Laden, but the Taliban they could have easily taken a bike that
^
"Globalization" hates one thing most: refuses to extradite him for trial in the was not locked up. If someone wanted
instability Perhaps the people who Embassy bombings. Despite a wealth tp smash a bicycle that looked high
were so frustrated to commit a of evidence to. the contrary, they also tech and expensive they would not
heinous, unprovoked series of mur- . assert that bin Laden is not a terrorist. have taken mine, it being a very ordider's would have been better served in If, after a thorough investigation, bin nary used 21 speed. Furthermore, my
constructively changing their own Laden is found to be responsible, how bicycle was left not 20 feet from the
nations. I would wager that the United can the Af ghani government not also rack, so obviously no one wanted it
States would have supported them in be brought to justice for their complica- merely for transportation.
full in that endeavor. No one's ability cy and their obstiriacy?
So why my bike? Well, it was the
Not only has murder been commit- only one whose frame prominently
to make basic life decisions has been
negatively affected by globalization; in ted, but there is also an ongoing con- displayed Rainbow symbols-those
fact, the economic advances made by spiracy fo commit more murders. multi-colored strips supporting and
decades of global growth has probabl y Revenge is not called for, but justic e is. celebrating diversity of sexual orientahelped in some way enable Mr. Swank The blood of those that have died — tion. I do not want to believe-that
those that nolonger have the power to someone on this campus would damto finance higher education.
The same must be said for Our poli- forgive or understand or even retaliate age property because it boasted sup..

always the best way
Uncommon
Sense

mention the particular case I have in
mind.
When we've been wronged, we
naturall
y respond with indignation
Emma . '-- '
and anger. If "the wrong is great
McCandless
-enough, we can respond with outrage
and hatred. Unfortunately, it's a pretHuman nature has always been to ty basic human instinct. But it's also a
take the easy way out, even in the classic example of taking the easy
most mundane matters. Examples of way out.
this are everywhere, even at Colby.
There's a difference between
Take the dining halls, for instance. peaceful
justice
and
hateful
Everyone at Colby generall y has a vengeance, one that I ' think "we need
favorite place to eat, but what is it to be especially aware of today: I
think
that influences the
don't
choice
of
that
there's anyone
favorite?
Chances IF THE WRONG IS
who would be/
are, your favorite
willing to argue
GREAT ENOUGH, WE
dining hall depends
against the fact
on where you live. CAN RESPOND WITH
that justice must
It's been my experibe served to
ence that people liv- OUTRAGE AND
those who. have
ing on Frat Row HATRED.
committed horaren 't likel y to eat at
crimes
rible
Foss very often , and UNFORTUNATELY ,
against humaniWoodman residents IT'S A PRETTY BASIC
ty. But -j ustice
don 't usuall y eat at
doesn't have to
HUMAN INSTINCT .
Bob' s.
mean an eye for
That may not be BUT IT'S ALSO A
an eye.
the greatest examp le
History has
I could' ve come up CLASSIC EXAMPLE OF shown us time
with/but you get the
and againi that
TAKING THE EASY
idea. We're always
anger, pain, and
looking for short- WAY <buT.
death onl y lead
,-. *.
cuts, trying to find .
to more of the
the quickest midmost efficient way to same. Someone, somewhere, needs to
get things done, I'm not by any have the courage to take a lesson
means say ing that this is a generall y from that , to step up and say, .
bad thing, But in some cases, it can "Enoug h is enough." Otherwise, we
be,
are doomed to continue the cycle of
I'm pretty sure I don't need to killing and hatred. I think it's safe to
¦
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"An interview with
Frai - k O'Reilly."
-Mike DiStefano '03,
Luke Webster '03
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- Peter W. Brush, Jr. '03
Vice President,
Colby Republicans

say that 's something nobody wants to
see.
In the wake of the recent tragedy,
it's easy to say, "Let's kill them all,
let's go to war." But stop for just a second and think about the implications
of that. War means putting more lives
On the line. It means sending
American sons and daughters off to.
die. (Yes, people do die in war. Even
the "good guys.") Is that really what
we want? More death?
Even if we don't go-to war, we're
dealing with people who don't have
anything to lose, or at least feel that
they don't. F'eople who want to be
seen by their followers as martyrs.
The American version of . '.'j ustice "
suggests putting them to death-and
that would be giving them what they
want.
I'm not out to solve the world's
problems here. I honestl y don't know
what I think the United States should
do now. But I know what we shouldn't do, and that 's give in to the hate
that surrounds us. We need to be
stronger than that. We ARE stronger
than that.
Almost fifty years ago, a young
girl who had every reason to hate
wrote these words: "In sp ite of everything, I still believe that people are
reall y good at heart. " Her-name was
Anne Frank.
She didn 't take the easy wny out ,
and neither should we.

Blue Light
Special on
Mayflower
Hill

By- ABE SUMMERS and
RICK SUMMERS .
STAFF WRITER AND
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

According to news sources today,
U.S. News & World Report'selected
Colby College as the "Best Value"
institution of higher learning in the
country.
Within minutes of the publication's
release, K
Mart Corporation
announced a takeover bid for all outstanding shares of Colby. Chairman
Betsy-Lou Greenback announced, "We
are always on the lookout for products
that offer great value to our client base.
We see huge synergy...our database
has millions without college degrees
including tens of millions from the
South and West, while Colby has traditionall y onl y been marketed as far
south as Philadel phia, PA. Our client
base is composed of people who buy
duct tape and ,pink flamingos - we
believe they would jump at the chance
to spend $34,500 per year for a 'best
value' college experience. With our
easy credit terms, buyers could pay
ju st $99 per month for 18,229 monthsand we would provide either the first
month free or COOT for just $1.99 per
month more. We also see fantastic tieins witli our Blue Li ght campaign and
Colby 's long held tradition of keeping

See BLUE LIGHT,
continued on page 9

Emma McCandless is the Ech o
.
Op inions Editor.
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I just wanted to make a correction
to the article about the
Colby
Republicans and Democrats that ran in
last week's, issue. It stated that Billy
Thompson and I are starting a newspaper-or. eampusrThis is not true. This is
Zombor Zoltani '04 and James
Utterback's '04 work, we are merely *
contributors. They deserve proper
recognition in this regard.

|

;;S" "What' s WMHB?"
-- Jen Barrett '04, I^aura
y,§
'.jl-j-.
Myers '04, Grace Becker
¦
'
'04, Meredith Collins '04, * '
j !.{
¦
Meghan l,ane '04 ,

,

Newspaper started by Zoltani
and Utterback
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- Anna Carvill '03
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port of GLBTQ, but I don't have much
choice.
This hurts me beyond words
because the bike was my sister 's before
it belonged to me. She bought that?
bike, painted it and put those colored
stickers in place, proudly announcing
who~ she~is and whaFsKelpna_ " -br. y
Having someone treat that bike in an
intentionally violent fashion is a direct
attack on who my sister is, what she
stands for and the respect I and everyone else should have for her as a fellow f
human being, y
Colby boasts about its tolerance.We
read everywhere about our openneiss
as a community here on Mayflower
Hill. Why can't we be honest about
who we really are. Why.can/twe_open..
our eyes and see tliat we have intolerance, hate, and even-violence on this
campus. Colby diversity and toleranjce
still has a long way to come; it is rjot
worth bragging about yet.
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"I think WMHB needs to
be advertised more."
-- Kate Ennis '04, . ,
\ " \ Amanda Belden '04 ,7 , ;-^
Xyr' ", "r:vTi:m:"X..fy ^strs"!S"Tr^i'^ .ol.^,.
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Iirtirties of pain , words can heal the soul
Lexicon
Devils

But throughout the history of great pace form; your praise shall still find
men on Earth, much that soothes may room/Even in the eyes of all posteribe found. Even a sad poem can help ty/That wear this world out to the
you to know that you are not alone in ending doom/So, till the judgement
maf TChmrrey - your grief, and that is a great services, that yourself arise /You live in this,and
the lonely.Here aif a handful of quota- dwell in lovers' eyes,"
tions which I hope will soften dark
In times of adversity, it is important days. *
THE ENGLISH
Virgil: "Yield not to misfortunes,
to remember that the English language
LANGUAGE CAN BE
more boldly in their
can be extraordinarily beautiful. but press forward
¦
. - '• ¦ .
Words, when wielded by someone in face."
EXTRAORDINARILY
Napoleon Bonaparte: "Our hour is
love with language, can be a, salve to
misery. Rather than present another marked, and no one can claim a
BEAUTIFUL. WORDS,
editorial condemning die tragedy of moment of life beyond what fate has
.
———
-WHEN-WIELDED-BY _
the Eleventh of September, I thought it predestined."
—
Lao Tzu: "Under Heaven all can see
would be a greater service to offer the
SOMEONE IN LOVE
words of great-men- in times of great beauty as beauty on because -here is
WITH LANGUAGE, CAN
sadness. Solace can be found in poetry, ugliness."
Albert Einstein: "All great spirits
and comfort in die written word. ,
BE A SALVE TO MISAlthough the events of last Tuesday have encountered violent, opposition
ERY.
may bring to mind the words of Edgar from simple minds."
Shakespeare, Sonnet 55: "Not marAllan Poe, "And much of madness,
"¦"John Donne, from A Valediction
and more of sin, and horror the soul of ble, nor gilded monuments/Of
_ie^plot;''^m^it. ^aftermalh7^e-oiilyy-r^rincesrT shallroutlivei-thi--powerful Forbidding^Mburr_nguI'As_-irtudus
thing we can hope to dols find£olLd8____-rhyme/But you shall shine more men pass mildly away/And whisper
ity and new love, and comfort-those bright in these contents/Thanunswept to their souls to go/Whilst some .of
upon whom tragedy has fallen. To that stone, —besmeared with sluttish their sad friends do say/The breath
effect, few have spoken with more elo*- tune/When wasteful war shall statues goes now, and some say, no/So let us
quence than Winston Churchill. "Cany' overturn/ And broils root out the work melty and make no noise/No tearnor
sigh-tempests
on and dread naught," he said. Arid, " of masonry / Nor Mars his sword nor floods,
'Not in vain' may be the pride of those war's quick fire shall burn/The living move/'Twere profanation , of our
who survived, and the epitaph of those record of your memory/'Gainst death joys/To tell the laity our love/Moving
and all-oblivious enmity/Shall you of th'earth brings . harms and
who fell."
¦

¦

¦

:X - ¦ ". ¦ ' ¦ ¦

"'

fears/Men reckon what it did and
m-ant/But trepidation of the
spheres/Though greater fat- is innocent."
Thomas Gray/Ode on the Death of
Mister Richard West:"In vain to me the
smiling mornings shine/ And redn'ing
Phoebus lifts _ *i_*golden fire/The birds
in vain their amorous descant join/Or
cheerful fields resume their green
attire/These ears,.alas, for other notes
repine/A different object do these eyes
require/My lonely anguish melts no
heart but mine/And in my breast
imperfect joys"^xp_re/Yet"mornmg^
smiles the busy race to cheer/And
newborn pleasure brings to happier
men/The fields their wonted tribute
bear / To warm their little loves the
birds complain/1 fruitless mourn to
him that cannot hear/And weep the
more because I weep in vain."
Take from this horror a new appredatioiuandlove-fo__alLthaL_ }-aro.und
you. Weare so fortunate, and it is often
easy to fake our situation for granted.
And if you love someone, tell them so.
As Horace said, "Seize now and hear
the hour that is, nor trust another day."
Noah Charney is a weekly columnist
f or the Echo
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Terror has no place in our world

¦-.. this? As Alexander Hamilton wrote, "I crimes.
will not amuse with an appearance of
John Marshall wrote, "The very
deliberation when I have dedded, I essence of dvil liberty certainly confrankly acknowledge to you my con- sists in the right of every individual to
victions, and I will freely lay before the daim the protection of the laws whenGeoff Ward
reasons on which they are founded. ever he receives an injury. One of the
The constiousness of good intentions first duties of government is to afford
disdains ambiguity."
that protection." Five thousand
—I. shard to putinto words what I've -__ -—J __have. concludedL.thaLwe.jnust Americans have been killed and the
been thinking and feeling since last bring to justice those who attacked us. civil liberties of all 250 million
Tfcesday. Ifs been all of the words This obviously means military action. Americans have been violated. It is the
we've heard so much on TV; anger, While I am not one to carelessly pro- government's duty to bring to justice
sadness, disillusionment, disgust, fear, mote war, it is dear thus will be the only those who have violated the American
confusion, pride, sometimes all at the way to preserve freedom and liberty way of life. If these acts go unpunished
same. time. My first reaction, like most and to prevent future terrorist action. then the very nature of American freepeople, was that we need to get who- This is the pride speaking. No one dom will disappear.
Our president and other high-rankever did this and that they need to be would be happier than me if the
wiped off of the face of the earth. This Taliban government decided just to ing government offidals have made it
was the anger, disgust, andieatspeak*-—-turn Osama bin Laden over to the_U.S. dear that the war against terrorism is
'
' ¦ "' ' '
and in doing so prevented a war, but imminent. A_ we~prepa_rfor this I
" . I?* ¦
.
think we should all realize that this is
As the dust began to settle, the real- this is not likely to happen.
The foundation of America has not a war against a religion or a people
ity of the situation began to sink in. The
~_
-alization that the events We watched been shaken, but it is still standing. but a war against hatred and fear.
on TV actually did take place and 4_fe, liberty, and the pursuit of happi- Terror has no religion, no skin color, no
weren't in a movie or a nightmare, the ness are not going away. No matter nationality/and it has no place in our
realization that so many innocentpeo- what happens to this country the world.
There are many people who do not
ple had been killed, and the realization American people will remain strong
and resilient. It has been dear in the think retaliation is die answer to these
'
that
the
world
will
never
quite
be
like
it
Continued f rom p age 8
was last Monday. This was the confu- outburst of patriotism "this past week attacks. They say it is in part thefaultof
that w e w i Rnot be defeated. We will the American government and its polision and disillusionment speaking, .
riot
rest until those who have killed des; they say we must reap what we
Then
the
questions
came.
Themest
like
You
can
say.
I'm
exaggerating
all
days where a phrase
"terrorists
destroy major American landmarks" you want, but if I'd told you on Sept. poignant being, what can we do about Americans are punished for their sow. What these people don't undercould elicit humorous derision ("like 10 that I'd be writing a column like
THAT would ever happen!") are over. this tonight, yot- would have
laughed. Monumental terrorist
Forever.
The U.S. government has many strikes against our nation will happen
* .important functions, but none is more again unless we take every necessary
"vital than providing protection for its step to make sure that America never
-citizens. That is why we need to retal- faces another day like last Tuesday.
globalization and in ,, the face of a war is slovvly crystallizing in the
The American
iate.
decidedly international and nearly American psyche and in war we will
I don't know what those steps are
Perspective
transparent enemy,, world wide sup- be tested, Will this generation rise to
What kind of message are we yet, and I'm glad time is being taken
¦
*" sending to our enemies, and there are to determine what they should be.
port against this common enemy will the challenge and serve instead of
Matt
¦
being served? This question will
be vital.
'•lots of them, around the world, if we I'm also heartened that America has
Guy-Hamilton
define my generation and soon we
-sit back, cry because so many are the support of all our allies and even
generation
have
Members
of
my
y
r*dead, and do absolutely nothing? It some of those nations usually suspinever experienced anything that will see if this outpouring of patrioSeptember llth 2001: the world brought us together. We have becgxne tism from younger America has any
^Lwon't telLpeople that_weare.a peace- cious of us, But steps must be taken.
s-loving and compassionate nation, and when they are, Americans need
changed drastically and irreversibly. a culture of cynicism and self interest, substance.
¦"nice as it
Americans and all the citizens of
may be to think that, It will to come together to support them, The news? The towers in New York which hps led many in the older genc''tell them that we"" don't care if you even if they disagree.
that formerly stretched almost a erations-to question our resolve, to the free world resolve to act in
^attack us and slaughter our citizens.
If the attacks proved nothing else, quarter mile skyward had crashed to wonder if we've got 'the stuff to lead response to these assaults on our way
'"In fact, we like it. Do it again.
of life. For a generation that has seen
it is that America is vulnerable, and
the ground as the World Trade this country into the 21st century. ,
The people who did this, whoever splintering into little groups debating Center and Pentagon sustained
We have become completely dis- "little else except incomparable pros"they may be, are tar beyond any ratio- the comparative merits of resting on attacks from human missiles guided interested and disconnected from perity and a peaceful, secure stannal thought, much less the relativel y our laurels will only make us more so. by hijackers willing to die for fanati- national affairs, instead choosing to dard of livin,g it is essential that we
^abstract healing p ower of hope, love
concentrate on the limited socioeco- stand behind and defend the princiI realize that if you're reading this cism.
'' and compassion. They thought that thinking that striking back will only
ples that have allowed us our current
Nearly 5,000 people have been
status.
^hijacking four planes and killing bring us down to the level of terror- declared missing in New York thus WE CARE MORE
We must act for all of those who
-'thousands of innocent people would ists ourselves, and that death ,and
far; workers search for the 187 feared
see what Osama bin Laden preaches
"be a good way to achieve whatever destruction are a poor response to dead in Washington D.C. after one ABOUT THE FIGHT TO
as a complete defiling of all the tenets
'political goals they had in mind. death and destruction, I probably plane slammed into the Pentagon, LEGALIZE CANNABIS
that most of the major religions
•Anyone wlio thinks like that will onl y can't do anything to change your
the symbol of America's defense
preach. We must act to save our genOR WHETHER THE
'¦respond to one thing: swift, tinyield- mind. .
prowess.
eration, the generations that precedThe attacks, executed during the
' ing force. Not kind words, not playBut judging from the essentially
U.S. GOVERNMENT
ed us and the generations that will
ing in the grass, not holding a friend's unanimous decisions in Congress to ¦morning rush when both the towers
come after us from an ideology that
- hand. War,
use force in retaliating, you are going and the Pentagon were filled with SHOULD SHUT DOWN
r. Don't get me wrong, I don't want to have to accept the fact that America workers, began at several airports on
seeks nothing short of a glorious,
NAPSTER THAN WE
global rule,
to get into a war. War is .unspeakably is going to war against the people and
the eastern seaboard where groups of
To those; who lived through
awful and brings miseries the likes of nations who caused this to happen. hijackers boarded planes bbund for
CARE ABOUT TRULY
WWII, that principle should sound
which I can scarcely comprehend, But It's going to be a tough and unpleas- the West Coast. Hijackers took coneerily familiar. To use bin Laden's
I'd much rather mount a terrible war ant time for our country, but for the trol of American Airlines fli ghts 11 MEANINGFUL ISSUES
["than forever live in fear that a 767 will good of America and the' world, we and 77 as well as United Airlines CONGRESS DEBATES
own rhetoric, "You cannot defeat the
heretic(s) with (ideology) alone. You
blow up the building I'm in, that will prevail. May God bless us all.
fli ghts 93 and 175.
must show them the fist." The world
some unassuming guy will dump
The hija ckings could not- have OR WHAT OUR FORmust show, those who identify with
[anthrax into the Boston water, supply,
been more symbolic. Soon after the EIGN POLICY SHOULD
Ryan Davis is the
the extremist cause that we will not
• or that a rogue nuclear blast will take
terrorists gained control of their flyEditor in Chief of the Echo,
BE.
live /in fear of what lies ahead and
ing bombs, they filed new flight
' out the Southwest.
that we will rise to the challenge ^he
plans and headed towards targets
«_ — _¦_ ^_ ^»r—mm— ^^mmmmmmmm-mmmmm ^^mmmmmm ^m
I '
' "
'
we
belong
way
the world's greatest generation
that would eiiBure the largest loss of nomic sphere to which
legal
did.
life in the history of the mainland We care more about the fight to
Diplomacy means nothing to peoize cannabis or whether the U.S, gov
United States,
le
should
shut
down
Napster
p who answer to no one but their
The attack on America has result- ernment
meangod. Those who answer to freedom,
care
about
the
truly
ed in countless casualties and a shat- than we
debates
or
Muslim, Jewish, Christian or otherful
issues
Congress
tering end to the sense of security ing
wise, must stand resolute and preforeign
policy
should
be.
I
and invulnerability that Americans what our
Y-er
that
I
pared ond in doing so, save genera't
name
the
last
Gen
have enjoyed for decades..In n strik- can
hing
the
benefits
and
the
tions.
heard
weig
ing juxtaposition, America is now
N
I dedicate this column and all my
of
our
support
for
Israel
drawbacks
receiving a groundswell of support
from countries that she haB continu- in the Middle East conflict, can you? future columns to those who lost
Perhaps in the wake of this their lives during the attacks and
ally supported throughout her short
history, a welcome surprise In this tragedy we'll conquer some of our those who will give their lives in
cynicism and distrust for the national memory of their fallen brothers and
age of worldwide Amerlbashing,
J
government and begin to prove our sisters.
'
Indeed,
it
is
strange
for
many
130 Drammond Avenue
• .w**f_IffIB
Waterville, ME 04901 . .
Americans to have other countries worth to the generations who precedMatt Guy-Hamil ton h a weekly
pledging their support to the United ed us. In peacetime, the burdens
vKBKBSmSBM ^^
columnist for the Echo.
States Instead of having it the other placed on Americans mve been few.
The Idea that America Is now at
way around .In this age of Increasing

Ward's
Words

WASTELAND: Davis calls tor
timely response to attacks
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stand is that there are a number of people around the . world who disagree
with American foreign policy in the
Middle East, there are those who fear
globalization or feel we should ease
economiC|sanctions against countries
like Iraq. None of these people have
bombed .America, or attacked us, or
dedared war against us. Instead, they
have spoken with pur government
through diplomatic and political channels seeking changes in American policy through discussion and negotiation.
The people that attacked the World ¦
Trade Center and the Pentagon did not
attack us because of globalization or
American foreign policy, of any other
reason other than hatred. Hatred of the
American way of life and the freedom
we all used to take for granted.
The bottom line is that the terrorist
who perpetrated these attacks on
America understand only one language. They do not understand diplomacy or negotiations, they do not _
understand economic sanctions, or
policy changes. They do, however,
understand war. We must speak to
fhese-ienorists* in a tongue-they. .wilL_
underStand.
Geoff Ward is the Echo Managing Editor
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Continued from page 8

the blue light over the library always
lit. And our marketing people cannot
wait to put the white mule out to pasture and start selling a sexier mascot. It
appears that the opportunities are endless."
But Wall Street analysts immediately bid the shares up on expectations
that other bidders would come forward. Johnnie Impartial of Merrily
Wittier Bros, boldly predicted two
more entries.
Sure enough, Wal-Mart answered
in at 5:25 p.m. "We have carefully
reviewed this recent surprise
announcement and will aggressively
seek a merger with Colby. Our personnel people can guarantee all students
an entry-level position in one of our
Maine or Yukon stores AND a guarantee that, should we prevail, the mule
stays," Chief Financial Officer, Richard
Bankroll said. "Colby has an endowment of $280,000,000; by offering WalMart stock for Colby's stock, we can
get the cash, increase our earnings per
share, and everyone is a winner. If that
takes keeping one white mule, so be it.
Plus, we get some great hidden assets
(double-decker beds to name just one)
and a great tradition of snow shoeing
excellence."
Wal-Marf s
Director
of
Employment Training, Polly Bowdoin,
has been named Dean-In-Waiting. She
announced a new slate of courses for
several departments including
Chemistry,Architecture, Government,
Economics and Geology: "Chemistry
of Tupperware," "Architecture of Strip
Malls," "Governing a Retail Operation
Completely with Un-paid Interns,"
"The Economics of the Markdown in
American Business since 1982," and
"Geology 217: Why There Aren't
Rocks in Rocky Road Ice Cream."
But 30 minutes later, Dollar Stores
Inc. weighed in. "Any course, any
meal, any degree .<, just one dollarl "
said Joe Greenback. "We were going to
buy Bowdoin but U.S. News and
World Report opened our eyes. No
one gives Americans more 'Best
Values' than we do-we will bid anything to get Colby."
Most analysts believe that the reputable institution will be sold within
the next week.
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Colby graduate Abbie Parker attended the program in 2001.
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The four-week Tuck Business Brid
^
College connects students from the liberal art
a business career. Tuck's tpp-ranked MBA faculty provide an
integrated management curriculum that is complemented by
team consulting projects, visits with executives and management consultants, resume sessions, £nd career panels. Liberal
arts students learn practical analytical business skills to gain
advantage for corporate recruiting and to get them on track to
a first class business career.
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Colby women s
soccer destroys
Wesleyaii
By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN

-STAFF^WR1TER--T———— .

The Colby College White Mules (01—0) stormed onto the field on
Saturday, determined to leave the field
with nothing less than a win. The
>Mules were successful, as they defeated the Wesleyan
¦ " University Cardinals
(1-1-0) 2-0. . . "/'
¦"We felt very confident goingyinto
this game," said midfielder Julie
Brown '03. "I think that it showed by
the final score."
"We are now recovering from early
Reason injuries," said Head Coach Jen
Hblsten. "It gave us more depth, which
vv£ didn't have for our season opener
against Amherst."
; In the first half the Mules started
out strong, putting pressure on the
Wesleyan defense_and getting some
early opportunities. One goal was
scored, but it was called back because
•Colby was offsides. However, that did
not stop the White Mules.
In the 25th minute midfielder
Caitlin Krause '05 scored the Mules
first goal on a beautiful cross in front of
the net made by Christine O'Donnell
'03.
¦.- -'-¦ "I feel like we played really well
today," said Krause. "The extra week
of practices made a huge difference in
our play."
After the first goal was scored there
¦was" a little bit of a letdown by the
Mules, which Wesleyan used to their
full advantage by keeping the ball in
Colby's.defensive endTor a good part
»of*the half. However, goalkeeper Abby
Kussell '02 and her fellow defenders
.stayed on their toes and managed to
take the lead into the second half for

the Lady Mules.
—-.At-the-start^ of the second- half
CoHaj^came out with much more
intensity. "The second half was definitely an improvement " said Brown.
"We weren't as strong in thfe first period because we played down to their
level, but the good effort put forth by
everyone helped to get the job done."
Colby's Lauren Gremelspacher '03
scored their second goal of the game at
58*<B^sisted^
to secure the win for the Mules. "We definitely had more quality
shots and managed to get them on the
goal and consistently finish our plays,"
said Gremelspacher. Colby had a total
of 23 shots on net, while Wesleyan only
had 11shots. Kussell finished the game
with a total of - big saves for the Lady
;
Mules.
.- '
Colby will take the field again, this
UMaine-Farmington,
time
at
Wednesday at 4 p.m.
"Key elements we need to work on
is our defense working out of the back,
and
communication,"
said
Gremelspacher. . '. ' . ".
If you 'cqn t attend Wednesday s
game the Lady Mules will be back at
their home field on Saturday at 3:30pm
to take on Tufts University with high
expectations.
"All we need to do is work on finishing," said Brown. ''We are in the
best shape I've ever seen us."
"We are looking to get a lot of the
younger players in the gaime On
Wednesday," said Coach Holsten.
"This will help give us even more
depth for future games."

DEVASTATOR
QILI[H-idB_EEK

Lnydsaiy Peters '03

The forward scored two goals in the Lady
Mules 4-2 win over Wesleyan this past weekend. It was the first time the team had beaten
Wesleyaii since 1990 and is the first time they
are 2-0 in the NESCAG to open the season.
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Men's soccer falIs to Wesleyan

PHOTO BY BRAD SEYMOUR/COLBY ECHO '
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Jamie Lite '03 winds up f o r a shot on goal af ter a centering pass from a corner kick.

By MICHAEL SHEA ,
STAFF WRITER

I'IlCrrO HY IIKAD SKYMOUK/COLBY I'CHO
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^Michelle Mancuso '02 crosses midfield looking to p ass.
1
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The Colby men 's soccer team
suffered its second straight
NESCAC loss to open the Reason.
After last Sunday 's 2-1 c^eat
verses Amherst, the team fell to
Wesleyan on Saturday, 1-0.
Wesleyan and Colby came out
evenl y matched, and much of the
game was a defensive struggle.
Scoring opportunities went back
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and forth throughout the first half.
Colby created several scoring
chances for their offense, but were
unable to capitalize.
In the second half , the Mules'
offensive efforts were quickl y
turned away and the team was
unable to p lace much pressure on
the Cardinal' s goalie. It wasn 't
until the sixty-seventh minute,
when-a Wesleyan corner kick was
redirected into the goal, that the 00 tie was broken. The game would
end with that score of 1-0, as
Colb y fell to 0-2 in the NESCAC.
And y DanZingcr '03 p layed
very well in goal for the second
",
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Sociology

evenl y matched. , y .• ,;
While the team locilcS for someone to step up as an offensive
threat, the defense has been very
strong. Brian Mitchell '03, Captain
Sean Skulley '02; Mike Jarcho '03,
and Josh Zwei g '04 have all p layed
' '
well in the back.
¦
"We're a deeper team than last
year," said Coacn Mark Serdjenian
who Will try some different combinations this week toi generate
more offense. Colb y faces Thomas
College and Tufts this week, looking for its first victory, "

strai ght match, stepping in for
injured captain Dave Friedman
'02. Friedman won't be back for at
least two weeks as a result of a
fractured finger and torn tendons.
Chris French '03, one of the team's
natural forwards, has also been
injure d. The team awaits his
return in expectation of more
offensive presence.
Friedman said the week was "a
good sign f or the rest of the season, we showed that we're not
going to back down to any of the
NESCAC teams." The team needs
to come out harder against conference rivals that look to be very
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Field hockey wins , continues hot streak

By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

*X

Brenda Beckwith must be doing
something right, as the Colby women's
field hockey_tean_ is off toite^^t start
in four years. The Lady Mules topped
Wesleyan 4-2 on Saturday afternoon at
Krafts Field. With the win the Lady
Mules push their record to 2-0, remaining undefeated in NESCAC play. It
was the first time since 1990 the Lady
Mules had beaten Wesleyan and the
first time in four years they are 2-0 in
the NpSCAC.
The Lady Mules came out scorching
in the first half. Colby.would score the
first three goals of the game: Becca
Bruce '02 scored the first goal for the
Lady Mules on an assist from
Michaelyn Bortolotti '05. Injpo Han '04
netted her first career collegiate goal on
a pass horn Bruce for the Lad y Mules
second goal. Lyndsay Peters '03 finished the first half scoring for the Lady
Mules, finishing a pass from Wendy
Bonner '05.
The Mules could not keep Wesleyan
off the board, however, as the Mules
streak of scoreless fninutes was
snapped late in the first half on a goal
by Wesleyan midfielder Sonya Behnke
'03.

' " '
.
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In the second half Wesleyan came
out with more " hunger. The Lady
Cardinals put pressure on the Lady
Mules from the start, keeping that pressure on the Mules for most of the half.
Wesleyan scored a goal late in the second half to cut the lead to 3-2.
However, the -Lady Mules were
unfazed, scoring only seven seconds
later when Peters notched her second
goal of the game, assisted again by
Bonner. The goal secured the win for
the Mules and their most successful
start in several seasons.
Captain Brook Brisson '02 thought
there were two .main reasons for the
Lady Mules success on Saturday. The
first was the combination of the team's
overalljj epth and the fact that they
played well.as.a.team. Brisson said, "No one really stood

PHOTO BY BRAD SEYMOUR/COLBY ECHO

Lauren Rodier '02 , def ense , wards off a Wesleya n attack.

out for us, everyone who played gave
great effort and played well, we just
played together as a team."
Brisson also praised their new
defensive scheme, which is similar to a

more space, making us a more offensive team."
Brisson also praised the play of Han
saying, "she controlled play well from
her midfield position and it was nice to

Mu les rev up for f ootball season

Game 1 preview

By MIKE MELOSKI

,

Midf ielder Inj oo Han '04 sets up forward Lindsay Peters '03. ¦ •-• . -.
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ball in the hands of #18 (Danny
SPORTS EDITOR
Noyes '02) and something good
will happen. Pat Conley '03 needs
Williams is regularly viewed as to find other receivers to continue
the powerhouse in the NESCAC. his success of a year ago. Establish
Last season was below par for a running game to compliment the
Coach Dick Farley and the E phs. pass
and
limit
turnovers.
The Ephs travel to Waterville Defensively the Mules need to
looking to avenge last season's shut down the run, create
opening game loss to the Mules. turnovers and prevent the bi g
At the time, the Mules' 27-24 win p lay. .
was one of the bi ggest upsets to
Players to watch for Williams:
date in the NESCAC.
Running back Mike Hackett '04
However, as the season wore and quarterback Jake Moore '04.
on the Mules
Players
to
proved
they
watch for Colby:
were no fluke THE MULES HAVE
defensive back /,
and
Williams EXPERIENCE AND
wide Receivershowed it was
Lee Carlson '03,
vulnerable fin- KNOW WHAT IT TAKES wide
receiver
ishing with onl y
Cunnane
Jason
TO BEAT W ILLIAMS .
a 5-3 record.
'03,| and running
This
season THERE IS NO LONGER bajck
Aaron
Williams
is
Stepka '05.
clearl y out to THE MYSTIQUE THAT
The Mules are
regain their top WAS ONCE THERE ,
of
the
oi>e
spot
in
the
favorites going
league and the AND THE MULES
into the year but
Mules return a WERE UNDEFEATED
as Williams is a
good chunk of
powerhouse. No
their top p layers LAST YEAR AT HOME, one can rememfrom a season WHIC H
ber the last time
COULD GIVE
ago.
they had a year
This is the THEM AN
as bad as last
way every sea- ADVANTAGE.
and they will
eon should opon
rejoad rind try to
up and doii't be
reestablish their
afraid to get off of your couch and dominance.
come support the defending
The Mules hnve experience and
league champs; after all, they are know what it takes to beat
the only ones at this college.
Williams. There is ]no longer the
Williams' keys to victory: Shut mysti que that was once there, and
down the potent passing attack of the Mules were undefeated last
the Mules. Put pressure on the year at home, which could give
quarterback. On offense, try to them an advantage. Don't be surestablish a running game against prised to see a cloise game and
the stingy Mule defense.;
don't be surprised tq be impressed
Colby's keys to victory ; Get the b y both teams.

Williams (0-0) vs. Colby (o^) ~
September 22 at 1:30 p.m. at Sevea^ns Field
Williams record in 2000 5-31
Colby record in 2000 7-1

zone defense played in basketball. She
said, "the team has adjuste d well to the
new defense and is executing it well,"
and, "we attack (the other teams
offense) more and don't allow, teams

see her score her first goal." Brisson
said the team is adjusting well under
new coach Brenda Beckwith and this
week the two games were very important and they would like to continue
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¦
their solid play. *- . . '
TheJLad*/_Mules next play Tuesday
at 4 p.m. against UNfairie-Tarnungtor.
at Crafts Field.

Men 's cross country looks to
improve , finishes tenth in first meet
B y MIKE MELOSKI
The Colby men's cross country
team is coming off a less than stellar season, but a strong returning
group oi young harriers looks to
mature and take this team to the
next level. Last season the men's
team finished 10th in the NESCAC
and 16th out of 30 teams in the
northeast Division III.
Jim Wescott coaches the team
and begins his 22nd year at the
helm. Wescott believes, "this
year 's team will be drasticall y
improved over last and could be a
team that propels the program to
great hei ghts. "
The/, team returns many of its
top young runners. The best is Nat
Brown '04. Brown qualified for
nationals last year and had the
fastest freshmen time at the
Division III northeast reg ionals.
The other top runner alongside
Brown is Eric Reinauer '04.
Reinauer had the fifth fastest
freshmen time at the northeast
Division III. ¦
In addition ,.Chris , Cogbill 02
has seen success jn both crosscountry and Nordic? ' Ski team,' In
2000 Cogbill qualified for the
NCAA's in Nordic ski.
Wescott believes that the talent
of each of the three runners and
experience on the northeast and

national level has helped to lead
into a solid summer of training
and also gained the maturity to be
leaders on the team.
With the first three positions
filled Colby will look to a solid
group of underclassmen to.fill the
next four. Justin Sukiennik '03
consistentl y p laced among the top
five last season and Wescott said
he had a superb summer of training. He also expected him to be in
the top five runners on a consis________________
tent basis,
R "i
c h
Downing '05 has
been
training
with the torTruhners during the
preseason and
has experience
as the Central
Mass.
hi g h
cross
school
country Champ
in 2000 as well as
the fylass. state
Class A Mile
Wescott
indoor
champ ion.
believes he will be in the top five
and a future star along with the
sophomores.
The remaining spots will be
filled b y a group of solid candidates, John Tyson '04 had a solid
summer,, of training and was
amongst tlie top five at times last
year. Peyton McEl yea '05 has

looked very good in the preseason
and will definitel y fi gure in the
top seven harriers for the Mules.
Chris Johnson '05 is another
young runner who is very impressive. Althoug h Wescott said some
knee problems had slowed his
summer training, he is back to full
speed and will be able to make up
ground on the other top runners.
Wescott said the team had two
simple goals, "to finish in the top
six in the NESCAC and the top 10
in the Northeast
in Division III. "
He said , "this
was one of the
summers
besj
that ^one. of my
teams has " ev- r
had."
"M y top runners all trained
very hard and
are
improv ed
ovor last season," Wescott
stated. With all
the young and talented runners in
p lace Wescott believes the maturation process will be quick and this
team will be successful. "This
group of harriers could propel our
program to new hei ghts nnd eventuall y in the coming years qualif y
for nationals ns a team," Wescott
snid.
'
The key runners are in p lace

Women's Soccer soundly
defeats Wesleyan.

Devastator of the Week
Lyndsey Peters '03.

Men's Soccer struggles
against Wesleyan.

see page 11

see pa^e 11

see page 11
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and for the cross-country team to
be successfu l it. is only a matter .of
a fast maturation and solid perfor,r
v
mances.
The Mules harriers opened this
weekend at the UMass-Dartmouth
Invitational 'in North Dartmouth ,
Mass. The men finished a
respectable 10th out of 26 teams,
The top finisher for the Mules was
Reinauer who finished 41st. The
next four finishers were Brown in
53rd, Sukiennik in 56th, Cogbill ii_
69th, and Downing in 75th.
Coach Wescott was very excited by his team s showing this
weekend. "We ran pretty well for
the first meet, I think this meet
was good preparation 'for next
week at Middlebury," Wescott
said,
Wescott
also
mentioned
Sukiennik specificall y saying, "he
had a strong meet improving over
a minute on last year 's time, he
was our harrier of the week."
Wescott thought it was important
to run strong in the fi rst meet and
hopes to see stead y improvement
in the meets upcoming,
The Mules are on the move
again next Saturday at the
Middlebury Invitational.

